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Introduction
The Brownfield Action Plan Program

Xenia’s Planning Area

Office of Redevelopment

The Brownfield Action Plan Program, currently in its pilot
round, was created by the
Ohio Development
ServicesPlan
Brownfield
Action
Agency to help communities struggling with the impacts
of brownfields on an area-wide scale (such as corridors,
neighborhoods,
and clusters of blocks) resulting in a more
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resulting in a comprehensive revitalization of the area.

In the fall of 2011, the City of Xenia applied for a
Brownfield Action
Plan of
PilotXenia
Program grant from the Ohio
| City
Program
Department of Development. The City made a compelling
argument for the need to use an area-wide approach to
brownfield redevelopment in their application, and was
named one of the six award recipients for the pilot round.
The City’s Action Plan focuses on the 118-acre Hub
District, located just south of the city’s central business
district and anchored by Xenia Station, the regional trail
hub. The area has a strong history of industrial use and
is located along a former railroad and train depot, and
therefore has potential for environmental contamination.
Nearby assets however, provide a strong base for
redevelopment. The Hub District Action Plan will help
address not only the brownfield issues within the area, but
the redevelopment challenges of the brownfields-impacted
District as a whole.

The Brownfield Action Plan Program was
created
to assist
communities
The
two-tiered
structure
is designedintodeveloping
offer both technical
an
area-wide
plan
that
will
help
build
assistance to develop a plan and subsequentcapacity,
seed funding
develop partnerships, and collect and organize
to begin implementation of the plan. The technical
the information needed to redevelop brownfields
assistance
helps communities
expandofcapacity
when
successfully.
Upon completion
the program,
resources
and
staffing
are
limited,
provide
expertise,
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cleanup
activities, apply
for funding
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andand
engage
the community.
The seed
grant and
theirtoproperty
to
is intended
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thenfunding,
provide amarket
jump-start
implementation,
developers,
and
utilize
funds
effectively.
producing noticeable results and encouraging further
action
and investment
in the
area. Upon completion of the
For more
information,
visit
program,
communities will be better prepared to conduct
development.ohio.gov/urban/BrownfieldAWP.htm
assessments and cleanup activities, apply for grant and loan
funding, market their property to developers, and utilize
Quick Facts
funds effectively.
Grantee
City of Xenia
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Goals
Area Facts
Grantee: City of Xenia
County: Greene
City: Xenia
Size of Area: 118 acres
Type of Area: Mixed use district
District Name: Hub District

The goals for the Brownfield Action Plan were developed
as a team and are intended to guide both the planning and
the redevelopment of the area.
◊ Create development-ready properties through 		
environmental assessment and remediation.
◊ Leverage trails as an asset and a means of driving 		
economic development.
◊ Use momentum developed from revitalization of key
properties to spur beautification of District.
◊ Build on the District-specific Action Items presented
in the X-Plan.
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1. Lay the Groundwork
Xenia’s X-Plan
Summary

X-Plan is an update of Xenia’s Comprehensive Plan, being
developed concurrently with the Brownfield Action Plan.
This update addresses the entire city. It analyzes existing
community conditions and trends, obtains public input on
the desired direction of future development, creates goals,
policies, and strategies for a variety of areas, and specifies
action items for implementing the recommendations.
The plan is centered around four goals - Make Our
Neighborhoods Great, Be a Community of Choice, Grow Our
Economy, and Strengthen Our Core. The chapters contain
detailed recommendations on how the City and its partners
can move forward in achieving these four goals. A fifth
chapter, Regulatory Framework, contains a draft Future
Land Use Plan and Thoroughfare Plan, which will guide
future development and infrastructure policies.
The combination of the four goals stated above form the
overall vision that the City has for its future. By pursuing
these four goals, the City hopes to become a community
where people come to live, work, and visit because of
the high quality of opportunities, lifestyle, and amenities
offered. Details on these four goals are stated in the sidebar.
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X-Plan Goals:
1. Make our Neighborhoods Great
Residents are concerned about the future of Xenia’s
neighborhoods. Many neighborhoods are showing signs
of age, market obsolescence, and inconsistent building and
infrastructure maintenance. Intervening actions are needed
to bolster neighborhood vitality, enhance curb appeal, and
add value to “make our neighborhoods great”.

2. Be a Community of Choice
Xenians are proud of their community but improvements are
desired to become a “community of choice” - a community in
which people from all walks of life choose to live, work, play,
and stay. A better regional image, higher quality development,
consistent property maintenance, and provision of additional
retail and entertainment opportunities were specifically
raised as high priority planning issues.

3. Grow Our Economy
Xenians want more jobs and more industry to create a
sustainable community. The City has the ingredients needed
to “grow our economy” including a great location, ample
available land, abundant utilities and highway accessibility.

4. Strengthen Our Core
Xenia’s downtown and adjacent neighborhoods are stressed.
Underutilized commercial property, empty storefronts, and
idle industrial buildings in Xenia’s core area pull the entire
community down. Residents desire a vibrant, walkable
downtown with retail, restaurants, entertainment, and the
arts occupying well-maintained structures.

City of Xenia Brownfield Action Plan
Lay the Groundwork
Strengthen our Core

The Brownfield Action Plan for Xenia most strongly
relates to the Strengthen Our Core section of X-Plan. To
implement some of the items in this section, specifically
those related to contaminated and vacant properties, the
Brownfield Action Plan was developed.
X-Plan surveyed the strengths and weaknesses associated
with the core, and also documented the recent downtown
successes. Many of the issues are specific to the bike
paths, Xenia Station, vacant properties, and potential
environmental contamination - all primary issues that the
Brownfield Action Plan is intended to address.

The Brownfield Action Plan is
not only intended to address
these overlapping issues, but to
build on the recommendations
presented in X-Plan.

Strengthen Our Core presents a number of relevant
objectives that this plan takes into account. The objectives
in bold represent the most relevant to this plan, and
selected accompanying strategies are listed below.
1. Create vibrant downtown-adjacent neighborhoods
»» Xenia Station: Attract tenant, increase programming.
»» Develop greenway.
»» Create downtown residents organization.
»» Start resident/merchant benefit program.
2. Change Downtown’s role
3. Redevelop Xenia Towne Square
4. Create a welcoming and comfortable pedestrian 		
environment
»» Create additional areas for outdoor seating.
»» Enhance parking lot appearance/access.
»» Replace unneeded roadway width with widened
sidewalks, bike paths and green areas.
5. Make Downtown the bicycle hub of the Midwest
»» Annual bike path user survey.
»» Additional trail-related events.
»» Improve bike access to/through downtown
(Detroit St.)
»» Recruit bike-oriented businesses; help businesses
capture bike traffic.
6. Reposition vacant properties
»» Evaluate/adopt a vacant property registration
ordinance.
»» Proactive, systematic code enforcement downtown.
»» Cleanup/redevelop former industrial properties in
“Hub District.”
7. Leverage historic assets
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Image 1: Subarea Plan for Xenia’s Core as shown in X-Plan. source: City of Xenia
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Action Items and Priorities

The subarea plan shown to the left was created to show the
general vision for the core of Xenia. This concept is meant
to guide future discussions and planning efforts such as
this Brownfield Action Plan. The subarea plan references a
variety of land use classifications which are further defined
in X-Plan. Four of these classifications comprise a majority
of the brownfield planning area in this Action Plan - Core
Neighborhoods (most of the planning area), Neighborhood
Mixed Use (focused on Detroit Street), Downtown Core
(north end of the planning area), and Preservation and
greenway (largely following the bike path and creek). Each
classification has a desired character outlined on the next
page. Additionally, the specific uses and guidelines for
each of these classifications can be found in the Appendix.
The plan also indicates a number of Redevelopment
Opportunities for parcels adjacent to the bike path.

X-Plan Action Items
Prepare “Hub District” properties
for redevelopment: Environmental
assessments, redevelopment concepts and
site control.
(Item SC6.m from X-Plan 3-year Action Plan)

Seek funding and end users for cleanup and
redevelopment of the “Hub District.” Issue
RFPs and seek grants/financing for cleanup/
redevelopment/rehabilitation. Focus on
properties on S. Detroit and adjacent to
Xenia Station first.
(Item SC6.n from X-Plan 3-year Action Plan)

The Action Items from X-Plan set the stage for the next
phase of planning and implementation. All Action Items
from X-Plan pertaining to the Strengthen Our Core section
have relevance to this plan, but the following, which fall
under the “Reposition Vacant Properties” Objective, are
directly related to the Brownfield Planning Area:
- Prepare “Hub District” properties for redevelopment:
Environmental assessments, redevelopment concepts and
site control.
(X-Plan Action Item SC.m)
- Seek funding and end users for cleanup and
redevelopment of the “Hub District.”
(X-Plan Action Item SC.n)
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Neighborhood Mixed Use (light pink): Land uses are
mixed horizontally across space and/or vertically in
buildings. Retail and service nodes are integrated in a
pedestrian-friendly environment and are within walking
distance of residential uses. Internal pedestrian paths
are connected to sidewalks. Buildings face streets with
parking in side/rear yards. Development complements the
surroundings and does not overwhelm adjacent buildings.

Core Neighborhood (light orange): Areas should remain
predominantly detached residential in character. The
environment is pedestrian-focused and should maintain
short blocks and buildings close to the street with front
porches and rear garages. These neighborhoods exhibit
historic architecture which should be preserved and infill
development should be compatible with the surroundings.

Note: Land use classification descriptions taken directly from XPlan

Image 3: The location of the Neighborhood Mixed Use areas is
shown in the above map, along with precedent images.
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Image 4: The location of the Core Neighborhood area is shown
in the above map, along with precedent images.
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Downtown Core (dark pink): Downtown is characterized
by short blocks, wide sidewalks, and vertical, mixeduse buildings. The buildings are located adjacent to
sidewalks and facing the street. Uses include retail, arts,
entertainment, residential and office in upper floors, public
and institutional uses, and live-work units. Lodging and
plazas are also included as secondary uses.

Preservation (light green): Preservation creates a network
of “green infrastructure” which includes parks, greenspace,
stream corridors, sensitive environmental areas, and
agriculture. Interconnected greenways provide pedestrian
and bike access. Primary uses include outdoor recreation,
agriculture, existing developed uses, and cemeteries. Low
density (up to 0.2 units/acre) detached residential is a
secondary use.

Image 5: The location of the Downtown Core area is shown in
the above map, along with precedent images.

Image 6: The location of Preservation areas is shown in the above
map, along with precedent images.
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Background of the Planning Area
Main Issues

History

Xenia was founded in 1803 and became a city in 1834. It
was named after the Greek word for hospitality because
of the generous hospitality the community extended to
visitors. In its early years, Xenia attracted flour mills,
sawmills, woolen mills, pork packing plants, oil mills, and
tow mills (http://www.ci.xenia.oh.us/). With the arrival
of the Little Miami Railroad in 1843, the city’s industrial
sector began to boom and Xenia became a main rail
transfer depot for passengers coming from different parts
of the country (Xenia Historical and Architectural Tour,
http://www.ci.xenia.oh.us/uploads/Xenia%20Walking%20
Tour%20Brochure.pdf).
The northwest corner of the planning area contains the
Waterstreet Historic District, one of the oldest sections of
the city. The first cabin in the city was built here in 1804
and the first schoolhouse in 1805. The former Eavey
Grocery Warehouse, built in 1869, anchors the District
at the corner of West Third and Detroit and is one of the
Plan’s properties of focus. Today the neighborhood is on
the National Register of Historic Places and is seen as an
extremely valuable community asset.
Though located in the southwest corner of the planning
area, the Bike Hub serves as the primary landmark of the
District today. The historical crossing of three railroads
at this location has become a primary attraction for
Xenia, as they have turned five of the six spokes into trails
connecting to other cities and regions of Ohio.
The Hub District contains a true mix of uses. Residential
uses comprise most of the District’s area, while the
commercial and industrial uses are concentrated along
South Detroit Street and the Ohio to Erie Trail. Because the
Hub District has more of a residential and recreational feel
today, the industrial buildings and uses that still exist are
not as compatible with the area as they once were.
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• Commercial and industrial property is 		
underutilized.
• Idle industrial buildings negatively impact the
larger community.
• Bike paths generally do not benefit downtown.
• Some properties need extensive remediation
to enable reuse.
• Not all property owners are committed to 		
proper building maintenance, contributing to
an undesirable image.
• Greater physical and psychological connections
are needed to create a unified brand image.

Demographic Summary
Land Use

Today, the planning area consists of a mix of mostly
commercial, single-family residential, and multi-family
residential land uses. Several industrial properties are also
within the planning area, as well as part of the bike hub and
adjacent park. A number of vacant properties are scattered
throughout the area, potentially creating a negative impact
on surrounding properties.

Natural Features

Shawnee Run and Shawnee Creek enter the planning
area from the east and south (respectively). Shawnee Run
empties into Shawnee Creek at the southwestern corner of
the area behind Xenia Station. Several homes, businesses
and properties in the planning area are located at least
partially within the FEMA 100-year floodplain associated
with these creeks. Both creeks also flow past existing or
former industrial properties with potential contamination.
Shawnee Creek is a tributary of the Little Miami River,
which is a State Scenic River. An aquifer that follows the
Little Miami River valley also serves as a water source for
several communities.

City of Xenia Brownfield Action Plan
Lay the Groundwork
The presence of these creeks and their steep-sided valleys
also creates a development constraint on some properties,
although they also provide an attractive natural feature that
could be an amenity for future redevelopment efforts.

Infrastructure

Given that the planning area is one of Xenia’s oldest
neighborhoods, the infrastructure originally developed
to serve it is aging and outdated in some cases. Water
distribution lines are generally in good condition;
however some wastewater mains and private lateral lines
are deteriorating and suffer from inflow/infiltration.
This means that stormwater is entering wastewater lines
and overtaxing the City’s wastewater treatment plants.
Redevelopment may require rehabilitation of some of this
infrastructure, particularly private sewer laterals.
Transportation infrastructure is also outdated in some
cases. Railroads that once served industrial uses in this
area no longer exist, so the primary access to some former
industrial sites is by narrow, residential streets.
Access and visibility are better for properties that front the
thoroughfares that serve the area, including South Detroit
Street/Home Avenue (U.S. 68), South Columbus Street, and
Miami Avenue.

Housing Market

Given that a significant portion of the planning area
is residential, a brief overview of the housing market
is a critical part of the planning background. A review
of Census and County Auditor data, as well as general
observations of the area, indicate that, although there are
viable historic neighborhoods that abut the planning area,
the general housing market in surrounding neighborhoods
shows signs of distress. The study area spans portions
of Block Groups 240600-5, 240302-1, and 240700-2. As
indicated in Table 1, these Block Groups generally exhibit
considerably higher tax delinquency and vacancy for
residential units/properties than citywide averages. The
average single-family home sales prices and residential
owner-occupancy are also substantially lower than citywide
averages.
It should be noted that the block group data includes
significant areas outside the Brownfield Action Plan area,
and there are indeed pockets of success and sustained
investment within these areas. However, the market
indicators for the general area surrounding the planning
area indicate signs of distress.

Table 1:

Block Group 2011 Tax Delinquency
Average sales price
Owner occupancy
		
(% of parcels)
			
(% of residential units)
240302‐1 		
8.5% 			
$40,229 		
50.3% 			
240600‐5 		
7.1% 			
$33,100 		
33.3% 		
240700‐2 		
4.6% 			
$45,256 		
55.4% 		
Citywide		
5.1%			
$79,383		
62.2%		

Vacancy		
(% of residential units)
9.1%
21.0%
10.1%
8.8%

Data sources:
Tax delinquency: Greene County Auditor; represents parcels with any amount of taxes past due
Sales prices: Greene County Auditor; represents sales of single‐family homes on platted lots during 2011
Owner occupancy and vacancy: 2011 estimates derived from 2010 Census data
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Planning Area Map

The boundaries of the 118-acre Hub District are defined
by South Galloway Street on the west to Columbus Street
on the east, and Second Street on the north to Washington
Street on the south.
The goal of this plan is to develop a strategy for
redevelopment and revitalization of this entire planning
area. However, there are a number of target properties
that exert a negative pull on the area due to their
potential contamination. These sites will be the target of
the analysis with the assumption that their cleanup and
revitalization will not only make the site more attractive
and development-ready, but surrounding properties as
well. This philosophy will result in the overall revitalization
of the area toward the common goals stated on page 4.
Nineteen potential brownfield sites have been identified as
priorities for investigation and redevelopment. A majority
of these sites are immediately adjacent to the Little Miami
Scenic Bike Path and the Ohio to Erie Trail. The sites
were chosen for further study because of their presumed
potential for contamination (based on former uses) as
well as their date of construction. Some of those former
uses include automobile repair shops, locksmith, scrap
yard, warehouse, machinery manufacturer, railroad freight
station, and a furniture manufacturer.
Each site is examined in detail in the next section in order
to determine potential contaminants based on historic
uses, a range of cost for remediation activities based on
the contaminants and size of the building, as well as other
key items such as ownership, land use, auditor’s value,
delinquent tax status, materials used, and the building’s
probability of having severe contamination. By collecting
and analyzing this information, an initial prioritization
for remediation can be formed as well as a range of cost
estimates for demolition and/or remediation. The resulting
redevelopment of these catalyst properties will spur greater
interest and investment in the surrounding area leading to
overall revitalization of the Hub District.
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These sites will be the target
of the analysis with the
assumption that their cleanup
and revitalization will not only
make their site more attractive
and development-ready, but
surrounding properties as well.
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Target sites within the Hub District Planning Area:
1. 71 E. Second Street
2. 214 South King Street
3. 17 West Third Street
4. 224 South Detroit Street
5. 261 South Collier Street
6. 249 Sycamore Street
7. 309 South Detroit Street (a)
8. 309 South Detroit Street (b)
9. 283 South Detroit Street
10. 263 South Detroit Street

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

89 Leaman Street
269 South Whiteman Street
72 Hill Street
369 South Detroit Street
33 Hill Street
95 Hill Street
134 Washington Street
168 Washington Street
Home Avenue

Image 7: City of Xenia Brownfield Planning Area, with potential brownfields highlighted. source: City of Xenia
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2. Create the Plan
Brownfield Properties Analysis
Historical Uses

To begin the analysis and identification of potential
contaminants, the past history of each target property was
researched and documented by the City and the Greene
County Library.
Past uses for the target properties are as follows:
1. 71 East Second Street: Elks Lodge; Western and
Southern Insurance; Ohio Bell Telephone; Jason Morgan
(Chiropractor); Residential

Image 8: Xenia Station in 1920. ci.xenia.oh.us

2. 214 South King Street: Residential
3. 17 West Third Street: Water Street Auto Warehouse;
U-Haul; Water Street Antiques; Bump Teen Club; Central
US Industries (wood products); JLM Industries (metal finishing); Central Surplus; Lewis and Michael (warehouse);
Midwest Merchandisers; Eavey Company; Jeffries Bros.
(furniture repair and mfg.)
4. 224 South Detroit Street: McGlothan Plumbing and
Heating; Auto Supply of Xenia; Bill’s Auto Parts; Marshall
Motor Company; Chenowith Motor Company; Xenia Motor Sales; McCoy Garage; Xenia Garage Company

Image 9: Eavey Grocery Store, 1909. postcards.bidstart.com

5. 261 South Collier Street: All Star Gutter (current); Ernest Enterprises; Kelly-Creswell Company (manufacturer
of highway marking and striping equipment)
6. 249 Sycamore Street: Tom’s Auto Parts; Residential;
Chemical Research Association; Dayton Power and Light
Company
7. 309 South Detroit Street (a): Donley Oil Company
8. 309 South Detroit Street (b): Duncan Oil; Coppy’s Discount Tobacco; McNamee Fuel and Supply; Xenia Supply
(junk)
Image 10: Xenia Block and Interlocking Station, 1908. public.
fotki.com/195567/winter-project-2010/
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9. 283 South Detroit Street: Xenia Glass and Lock (current); Residential; Hunt’s Auto Exchange; John’s Body Shop;
Tecumseh Motors; John Meyer Pontiac Opel; Xenia Supply
Company (junk)

13. 72 Hill Street: Residential; Knisely’s Welding; Hill
Street Body Shop; Better Holt Auto Sales; Standard Oil
Bulk Plant; Greene County Farm Bureau Coop; Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance

10. 263 South Detroit Street: AutoZone (current); Hunt’s
Auto Exchange; CDL Manufacturing; Great Greene County
garage; Meyer Buick GMC; Xenia Flea Market; Ryder
Truck Rental; Foster Energy systems; Nationwide General
Rental; General Rental; Bug Clinic; Chenowith Motor Co.

14. 369 South Detroit Street: H&H Automotive (current);
Residential; B&O Railroad (freight station)

11. 89 Leaman Street: Residential; Carl’s Auto Parts
12. 269 South Whiteman Street: North Shore Cable; H&J
Upholstery; JCL Equipment; Wallace Dick Moving and
Storage; Mouser Transfer and Storage; Dixie Transmission;
Residential

15. 33 Hill Street: Roy’s Towing; Maiden and Jenkins
Construction; Roy’s Towing and Fuel; Gilmore Fuel Supply (coal); Roy Phipps Wrecker Service; Stiles Company
(building supply)
16. 95 Hill Street: Xenia Transmission; Residential; Kuntz
Potato Chip (manufacturing and distribution); Greene
County Farm Bureau coop
17. 134 Washington Street: City Tire and Repair; Residential; C&S Locker and Storage; Tom’s Tires; Brakeall Body
Shop; M&H Tire Co.; Xenia Feed & Grain Corp.; McClellan Feed Center; McClellan Hatchery; Dumbauld Welding;
Beam Farm Supply and Hatchery; Townsley Hatcheries
18. 168 Washington Street: Residential; Dayton Container
Mfg. (metal fabrication); M&H Tire Sales
19. Home Avenue: Warehouse

Image 11: Henry Eavey. heritagepursuit.com

Image 12: International Model 63 Eavey Co. Truck, 1923.
wisconsinhistory.org
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Potential Contaminants

lacquers, adhesives, glues, and degreasing/cleaning agents,
and in the production of dyes, polymers, plastics, textiles,
printing inks, agricultural products, and pharmaceuticals.

(descriptions taken from U.S. EPA Clean-Up Information
website, http://www.clu-in.org/, unless otherwise noted)

(Center for Disease Control and Prevention website, http://www.
cdc.gov/niosh/topics/organsolv/)

Based on the information gathered, the following
contaminants may be present in the target properties:

• Asbestos: Because of its strength, flexibility, and heatresistance, asbestos has been used for a wide range of
manufactured goods, mostly in building materials (roofing
shingles, ceiling and floor tiles, paper products, and
asbestos cement products), friction products (automobile
clutch, brake, and transmission parts), heat-resistant
fabrics, packaging, gaskets, and coatings.
Route of exposure: Inhalation
Health impacts: Lung disease, mesothelioma, cancer
• Petroleum: Crude oil is extracted and used to make fuel
and other petroleum products such as gasoline, diesel fuel,
jet fuel, residential fuel oil, kerosene, liquefied petroleum
gases such as propane and other sources of energy to
produce heat or electric power. It is also used to make
lubricants, waxes, ink, crayons, eyeglasses, tires, CDs and
DVDs, ammonia, dishwashing liquid, and some health
and personal care products. (National Library of Medicine,
Tox Town website, http://toxtown.nlm.nih.gov/text_version/
chemicals.php?id=73)

Route of exposure: Inhalation, absorption, ingestion
Health impacts: Organ damage and cancer

• Metals: Toxic metals, including “heavy metals,” are
individual metals and metal compounds that negatively
affect people’s health. In very small amounts, many of these
metals are necessary to support life. However, in larger
amounts, they become toxic. (U.S. Department of Labor,
Occupational Health and Safety Administration, http://www.
osha.gov/SLTC/metalsheavy/index.html)

Route of exposure: Ingestion
Health impacts: Organ damage, cancer, birth defects,
nervous system disorders

• Solvents: Solvents are substances that are capable of
dissolving or dispersing one or more other substances.
Millions of U.S. workers are exposed to organic solvents
that are used in such products as paints, varnishes,
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Route of exposure: Inhalation
Health impacts: Organ damage, cancer, birth defects,
nervous system disorders

• Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs): PCBs have been
used as coolants and lubricants in transformers, capacitors,
and other electrical equipment because they don’t burn
easily and are good insulators. The manufacture of PCBs
was stopped in the U.S. in 1977. Products made before
1977 that may contain PCBs include old fluorescent
lighting fixtures and electrical devices containing PCB
capacitors, and old microscope and hydraulic oils.
Route of exposure: Ingestion, inhalation
Health impacts: Cancer, asthma, immune, nervous and
endocrine system disorders
• Arsenic: Inorganic arsenic compounds are mainly used
to preserve wood. Copper chromated arsenate (CCA)
is used to make “pressure-treated” lumber. CCA is no
longer used in the U.S. for residential uses; it is still used
in industrial applications. Organic arsenic compounds are
used as pesticides, primarily on cotton fields and orchards.
Route of exposure: Ingestion
Health impacts: Cancer, nervous system disorders, skin
disorders, digestive system disorders
• Creosote: Wood creosote has been used as a
disinfectant, a laxative, and a cough treatment, but is
rarely used these ways today. Coal tar products are used
in medicines to treat skin diseases such as psoriasis, and
are also used as animal and bird repellents, insecticides,
restricted pesticides, animal dips, and fungicides. Coal
tar creosote is the most widely used wood preservative
in the United States. Coal tar, coal tar pitch, and coal tar
pitch volatiles are used for roofing, road paving, aluminum
smelting, and coking.
Route of exposure: Ingestion, absorption, inhalation
Health impacts: Cancer, organ damage
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Figure 1: Chart of Potential Contaminants by Property. Ohio Development Services Agency.
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Cost Estimates

General cost estimates were developed based on average
remediation costs of 90+ previous cleanup projects funded
through the Office of Redevelopment. Soil, asbestos, and
groundwater cleanup costs were determined on a cost per
acre basis and applied to the property size of each of the
19 sites. The history of the property was used to determine
which of the environmental components would be relevant
to each site.
Two separate charts have been created to show the
low- and high-end estimates for demolition, asbestos
abatement (which would ultimately be included in the
overall demolition figure if present in the building),
and remediation costs. Further detail on each building/
site should be gathered in order to obtain more accurate
figures, but these numbers can be used as a preliminary
estimate. In either case, the numbers do not represent the
cost to redevelop the property. Those costs will need to be
added to the site preparation figures presented here.
Detailed cost estimates are included in the Take Action
section for the four properties identified as highest priority.
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Estimation Methods
Demolition Cost Estimates:

These cost ranges are based on average residential demolition
cost ranges plus a standard markup amount accounting
for greater structural complexity of commercial buildings.
For validation, this method was checked against known
demolition costs of other older commercial buildings
throughout Ohio.

Remediation Cost Estimates:

The remediation cost ranges are calculated from two
estimating methods: one based on acreage and an average
remediation cost, and another based on contamination type.
The acreage method tended to generate the lower range of
values.
See the Appendix for estimation details, limitations, and
					
assumptions. 		
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DEMOLITION COST COMPARISON
DEMOLITION COST:

+

ASBESTOS ABATEMENT COST:

Low estimate

High estimate

1. 71 E. Second Street

$50,000

$151,000

$25,000

2. 214 South King Street

$8,0000

$24,000

$4,000

3. 17 West Third Street

$390,000

$1,170,000

$195,000

4. 224 South Detroit Street

n/a

n/a

n/a

5. 261 South Collier Street

$81,000

$242,000

$40,000

6. 249 Sycamore Street

$86,000

$258,000

$43,000

7. 309 South Detroit Street (a)

n/a

n/a

n/a

8. 309 South Detroit Street (b)

$16,000

$48,000

$8,000

9. 283 South Detroit Street

$27,000

$82,000

$14,000

10. 263 South Detroit Street

$39,000

$116,000

$19,000

11. 89 Leaman Street

$44,000

$133,000

$22,000

12. 269 South Whiteman Street

$31,000

$94,000

$16,000

13. 72 Hill Street

$13,000

$38,000

$6,000

14. 369 South Detroit Street

$5,000

$15,000

$2,000

15. 33 Hill Street

n/a

n/a

n/a

16. 95 Hill Street

$28,000

$84,000

$14,000

17. 134 Washington Street

$46,000

$139,000

$23,000

18. 168 Washington Street

$31,000

$93,000

$15,000

19. Home Avenue

$49,000

$146,000

$24,000

Estimate based on square footage

Note: Dollar amounts are rounded to the nearest thousand. Values used, limitations, and assumptions are located in the Appendix.
Figure 2: Demolition Cost Comparison. Ohio Development Services Agency.
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REMEDIATION COST COMPARISON
REMEDIATION COST:

Low estimate

High estimate

1. 71 E. Second Street

$97,000

$245,000

2. 214 South King Street

$63,000

$245,000

3. 17 West Third Street

$195,000

$245,000

4. 224 South Detroit Street

$34,000

$68,000

5. 261 South Collier Street

$729,000

$1,145,000

6. 249 Sycamore Street

$140,000

$729,000

7. 309 South Detroit Street (a)

$25,000

$729,000

8. 309 South Detroit Street (b)

$19,000

$729,000

9. 283 South Detroit Street

$68,000

$194,000

10. 263 South Detroit Street

$27,000

$68,000

11. 89 Leaman Street

$68,000

$88,000

12. 269 South Whiteman Street

$68,000

$93,000

13. 72 Hill Street

$123,000

$729,000

14. 369 South Detroit Street

$205,000

$729,000

15. 33 Hill Street

$370,000

$729,000

16. 95 Hill Street

$460,000

$729,000

17. 134 Washington Street

$136,000

$729,000

18. 168 Washington Street

$130,000

$729,000

19. Home Avenue

$68,000

$468,000

Note: Dollar amounts are rounded to the nearest thousand. Values used, limitations, and assumptions are located in the Appendix.
Figure 3: Remediation Cost Comparison. Ohio Development Services Agency.
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Redevelopment Progression
The next step in the planning process is to look at how this
information regarding potential contaminants and costs
impacts the desired land uses and overall vision for the
Hub District that was established in X-Plan. Because these
priorities are already known, this section will guide how
the redevelopment looks, in what manner redevelopment
will take place, and how the information gathered might
affect the end use options and determine which properties
to target.
The redevelopment vision established in this section
recommends a product that builds over time. The
progression suggests that redevelopment occurs in phases,
with certain tasks prioritized that have the most potential
to have a catalytic effect on the District. The progression
is divided into two phases - Redevelopment of the Hub and
Leveraging the Trails. An additional set of tasks that are
intended to be ongoing, supporting the development of
both phases, are also included.

X-Plan
Combined with the ongoing tasks described on the
facing page, the two phases respond to specific
objectives of X-Plan, including:
• Improve City entrances and corridors (CC2)
• Create a community-oriented bicycle and pedestrian
path system (CC3)
• Create and Maintain the Building Blocks for Successful
Neighborhoods (NG1)
• Create Vibrant Downtown-Adjacent Neighborhoods
(SC1)
• Create a Welcoming and Comfortable Pedestrian
Environment (SC4)
• Make Downtown the Bicycle Hub of the Midwest
(SC5)
• Reposition Vacant Properties (SC6)
• Leverage Historic Assets (SC7)

Ongoing: Streetscape, trail, safety, and access improvements

Phase One
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Phase Two

Redevelopment of the Hub

Leveraging the trails

Mixed use, public space, and
Gateway focus

Trail-aligned development
and trail connectivity
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Ongoing Tasks

Safety and levels of access are paramount to revitalizing
local trails and encouraging use among residents. Issues
of lighting, wayfinding, visibility, and protection from
vehicles must be addressed. Design features and trail
improvements should be incorporated into each phase of
the redevelopment process.
Another priority is the utilization of the bike trails as a
means to direct people downtown. The trails serve the
role of conveyors of visitors to the core of Xenia, where
shopping, dining, and entertainment can take place.
Strategically placed and well-designed signage both inform
trail users of the amenities and events in downtown and
easily direct traffic to those activities. The trails should be
used as a vehicle to support downtown growth.

X-Plan
Relevant Objectives from X-Plan that fall under Ongoing
tasks are:
• Improve City entrances and corridors (CC2)
• Create a community-oriented bicycle and pedestrian
path system (CC3)
• Create Vibrant Downtown-Adjacent Neighborhoods
(SC1)
• Create a Welcoming and Comfortable Pedestrian
Environment (SC4)
• Make Downtown the Bicycle Hub of the Midwest (SC5)

The map below illustrates the existing trails and their
connections in the planning area. Key points are
highlighted where wayfinding is recommended to inform
and direct trail users and vehicles.
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Image 13: Suggested points for wayfinding along the trails. Ohio Development Services Agency.
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Phase One: Redevelopment of the Hub.
The first phase in the redevelopment of the Hub District
is, understandably, around the hub of the trails - both at
Xenia Station and the intersection of South Detroit Street,
Washington Street, Home Avenue, and Miami Avenue. The
‘hub’ becomes the target of investment and activity in this
phase, resulting in a centralized location for events, mixed
use residential and retail opportunities, and recreation.
These spaces would be reclaimed and redeveloped
from currently under-utilized parcels. Parcels could be
consolidated to create larger areas for new development
opportunities or community event space. The trails would
become connectors to these spaces, which would be welldefined through signage, wayfinding, and aesthetic features
like fencing, landscaping, and lighting.
The mixed use component of this phase targets the
Eavey building and the parcels on the east side of South
Detroit Street closest to the bike hub. The west side of
South Detroit Street will build upon the recent bike
trail and streetscape improvements through the clean
up and beautification of nearby properties and the
addition of green space and visibility to the bike path.
These improvements will also provide an amenity for the
residents and patrons of the new mixed use properties
adjacent to these spaces. Opening up visibility to the bike
path along South Detroit Street will increase the feeling of
safety as well as provide a sight line for trail users both to
downtown on the north and the bike hub on the south.
Ten potential brownfield properties in the Hub District
would be targeted in this phase. These properties should
be prioritized for assessment, cleanup, and redevelopment.
Acquisition should also be considered in cases where the
property owner is looking to sell. The map to the right
shows the proposed Phase #1 land uses. A description of
these land uses appears on page 26.
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X-Plan
Relevant Objectives from X-Plan that fall under Phase
1 are:
• Improve City entrances and corridors (CC2)
• Create Vibrant Downtown-Adjacent Neighborhoods
(SC1)
• Create a Welcoming and Comfortable Pedestrian
Environment (SC4)
• Make Downtown the Bicycle Hub of the Midwest
(SC5)
• Reposition Vacant Properties (SC6)
• Leverage Historic Assets (SC7)
Relevant Action Items from X-Plan’s 3-year Action Plan
that fall under Phase 1 are:
• Prepare “Hub District” properties for
redevelopment (SC.m)
• Seek funding and end users for cleanup and
redevelopment of the “Hub District” focusing
initially on properties adjacent to South Detroit
Street and Xenia Station (SC.n)

Key Points:
»»Focus on mix of uses
»»First priority for redevelopment
»»Ten potential brownfields
»»Gateway property is critical
»»Constant programming
»»Parcel consolidation
»»Maintenance and beautification
»»Access and visibility
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Image 14: Phase One land use recommendations. Ohio Development Services Agency.
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Xenia

Example

Mixed Use

Public Space

Gateway

As shown in the map on the previous page, the following
land uses are proposed to support the redevelopment of the
hub:
Mixed use allows for commercial activity with options for
higher density residential. This land use can encourage the
development of a compact and active district.
Public space can be in the form of plazas, a linear park, or
other design that complements the trail and surrounding
activity. This highly visible space should be designed so
that it is accessible, comfortable, and supports activities.
This portion of the hub plays a key role in opening up
visibility of the bike path from the street. This visibility
can provide the needed sense of security for the trail
users moving from the Xenia Station staging area into
downtown. It can also serve as a visual reminder to
motorists of cyclist and pedestrian activity, helping increase
motorists’ awareness and potentially enhancing safety.
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The Gateway is a key area that has high visibility, is located
where trails meet, and is near the Xenia Station parking
area. Redevelopment of this site should be a priority,
as it serves as a gateway to the hub for trail users as well
as a gateway to the downtown for vehicles. End use will
be informed by results of environmental assessments, but
should remain within the overall vision of the district and
respond to objectives of the X-Plan as listed on page 24.
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Case Studies

Both redevelopment phases include case studies
showcasing other communities that have successfully
implemented redevelopment with similar concepts. These
projects can serve as a guide on how to approach each
phase.
Phase One focuses on catalytic projects and strategic
configuring of land use. The two case studies for Phase One
examine revitalization of underutilized or contaminated
urban spaces, and how these projects spurred business and
recreation activity in a hub-type setting.
Phase Two case studies focus on how communities can
leverage their trails. These examples demonstrate how
existing trail systems that run through small and mid-sized
towns can draw new visitors, generate new commerce and
higher real estate values, direct activity toward existing
businesses downtown, and serve as a means of connecting
residents to other areas of town. Xenia’s unique position
as a regional trail node allows it to pursue all of these
potential benefits, provided a vision is in place. Successful
urban trail systems are safe, well-known, convenient, and
enjoyable. This mix of elements for success means that
trail development must be undertaken in a comprehensive
way as opposed to section-by-section fixes. The case
studies help with the visioning process by presenting
examples of urban trails that have improved both the
quality of life for residents as well as the economies of the
trail communities.
The following pages present the Phase One case studies.
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Confluence Park | A Recreational Hub
This river park in Northwest Denver is a popular
destination made up of both natural spaces and
hardscaped plazas. A former polluted and debrisstrewn waterway containing an industrial site, the
redevelopment of this park and surrounding area has
occurred over decades but has seen substantial use as
a hub of recreational activity in the last 10 years. The
park is one component of a larger greenway network.
Two regional trails access the park and these trails
then connect to multiple local trails. Confluence Park
contains a unique feature - rapids on an urban waterway,
which serves as both an activity and something for casual
visitors to watch. The urban rapids and the access to the
trail network complement the adjacent R.E.I. flagship
store, a popular outdoor and recreation retail destination
located across the river.
Confluence Park is part of a parks system along the
South Platte River, but part of what makes Confluence
successful is its abundance of activity opportunities. The
plazas provide venue and event spaces for organized
programming such as an ongoing concert series, while
the landscaped riverside, interactive sculptures, and open
spaces allow for exploration and informal recreation.

Overview
• Denver Population: over 600,000
• Targeted Users: local trail users and residents,
regional trail and greenway users, active
recreation enthusiasts, casual and passive
recreation visitors (who see the park as a
destination)
• Financing: mix of public, foundation (nonprofit), and private investors

Keys to Success
• Anchor/destination retailer
• Influential and dedicated Foundation
• Strategic land use; capping and moderate
clean up for park use instead of extensive
remediation for residential/commercial
• Lowering regulatory flood plain to allow
development of surrounding areas
• Programming and activities

Reclamation began in 1974, when efforts were underway
to clean up the South Platte River, championed by the
newly-formed Greenway Foundation. Concrete, tires,
car bodies, and other debris left over from Denver’s 1965
flood were gathered, piled, and capped on the southern
portion of what would become the park. This large
debris pile became what is known as “Mt. Trashmore”
and is now a grassy and landscaped hill. In the midnineties, the Denver flood plain was lowered, opening
up the areas around the river for redevelopment. Then
in 2004, an energy substation was moved, allowing
development of a terraced park with more useful and
attractive access to the trail system.

Image 15: Aerial of Confluence Park. Google
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•

Image 16: Concert programming in Confluence Park.
Flickr user 29 Stories

Areas that were determined to contain
considerable contamination in which residential
or commercial reuse would not be financially
viable were strategically redeveloped for
recreation only
• The area at the intersection of South Detroit
Street, Home Avenue, and N. Miami Street
may not easily serve a commercial or
residential use due to potential contaminants.
Using this key parcel as a green or hardscaped
gateway would complement the hub and trail
while minimizing costs.

•

Image 17: Variety of natural and built forms in Confluence Park.
DenverInfill.com

Areas around these “hot spots” allowed to be built
up with infill
		
• Continuous programming ensures the event
spaces and open spaces see regular activity –
making it a destination for trail users as well as
local residents
• Plazas and open spaces can become dead
zones if not properly utilized. Volunteer
organizations, civic groups, and “Friends
of ” groups can help organize events, keep
eyes on the trails and parks, and assist with
trail maintenance and education. The existing
Xenia Station can already serve as a gathering
spot, and the proposed public land use could
be designed for street vendors, temporary
structures such as market tents, outdoor
eating, biker’s rest area, and so on.

Image 18: Activity in Confluence Park. Denver Post
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RiverPlace and Falls Park |
A Commercial and Recreational Hub

Downtown Greenville, South Carolina has seen a
transformation from an underutilized and blighted “dead
zone” to an award-winning “Best Places in America.”
Part of this transformation is attributed to the catalytic
beautification of Falls Park, completed in 2004, and
the subsequent development of an adjacent mixed-use
project and trail system. Falls Park, a downtown natural
park, is along a growing, 18-mile multi-use rail-trail that
attracts an average of 1,200 people daily for biking and
pedestrian use. The city adopted a Trails and Greenways
Master Plan in 2008 to guide the development of the trail
system and leverage it as a community attraction.
Falls Park is a true hub of activity in what was once an
inaccessible gulch covered by a highway bridge. The City
removed the bridge, revealing a waterfall underneath,
a pedestrian bridge was built over the landscaped falls,
and the park beautified. Shortly afterward, key anchor
commercial projects were completed, and development
around the park and trail took off and continues today.

Overview
• Greenville population: 61,600
• Targeted Users: Hub- residents, workers,
visitors.
Trail- casual outdoor enthusiasts.
• Financing: RiverPlace- public-private. Falls
Park- planned by City of Greenville and Carolina
Foothills Garden Club, a Garden Club of America
member. Trail; public (County) purchase of rail
bed and $1 million contribution from a private
hospital for development.

Keys to Success
• The City’s strong and long-term vision for future
use
• Initial risk taken by public sector, enabling
considerable private investment
• Comprehensive trail/bike network: off-trail
connections in form of sharrows and bike lanes
allow residents to easily access the hub and trail
system

As part of Greenville’s overall revitalization strategy,
the City had acquired property adjacent to the park
and sold the air-rights to a private developer for a
large, pedestrian-focused mixed-use project named
RiverPlace. This development helped bring in more
residents to downtown and continues to spur economic
activity. The city’s contribution to the development was
in the form of acquisition, streetscape improvements,
parking accommodations, and trail connections. These
improvements were funded through parking fees and
special tax districts downtown.

Image 19: Aerial of Falls Park and surrounding development,
including RiverPlace. Google
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•

Consistent vision for a mixed-use hub

•

Improvements initiated and financed by the city,
allowing for a more attractive option for private
investment
• The City has begun implementing
streetscape improvements including a
hardscaped feature next to the Eavey
building (#3 on the property map). This
investment sends a strong signal to developers
that the area is a priority. The City should
acquire properties within the planning area as
they become available so that the area is
prepared for development in line with the hub
vision.

•

Older structures creatively preserved for uses
complementing recreation/events
• Both the Eavey building (#3 on the property
map) and the former coal gasification site (#6
on the property map) are examples of
older structures in the area. They are both
adjacent to trails and demonstrate unique
architecture - characteristics that could be
leveraged to the benefit of the hub through
adaptive re-use.

Image 20: Pre-redevelopment: old brick industrial structures
(top) and the highway that once covered the falls. fallspark.com

Image 21: RiverPlace is a mixed-use commercial project near
the park and Swamp Rabbit Trail. Tom Eblen, kentucky.com

Image 22: Adaptive re-use of a brick industrial building into an
event pavilion. Brian Scott, HMdb.org
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Phase Two: Leveraging the trails.
The focus of the second phase is on revitalizing the parcels
adjacent to the bike trail. These parcels are mostly single
family residential lots with some commercial uses scattered
throughout. As a core neighborhood, these parcels should
remain consistent with the neighborhood form and any
infill that takes place should be either residential, or
commercial that supports and attracts trail activity, such as
trail-side retail, restaurant, bicycle service, etc. Commercial
activity should not conflict with the neighborhood
character in scale or form.
It is the combination of both trail improvements and
property enhancements that create an environment that
is comfortable, enjoyable, and interesting for the users of
the trail as well as those who live in the adjacent homes.
As a result of improvements, residential and commercial
property values would be anticipated to increase. Research
has demonstrated that successful trail systems enhance
property values of nearby properties, and consequently
improve the city’s tax base. A 2008 academic property
study examined the sale price impact of proximity to
the Little Miami Scenic Trail. Homes in Clermont and
Hamilton counties were analyzed and found to increase in
value by $7 for every linear foot closer to a trail entrance
(http://atfiles.org/files/pdf/LittleMiamiPropValue.pdf). For
this benefit to occur, it is important to provide residential
access to the trail network to take advantage of the trail as
an amenity, while still providing a sense of privacy.
In the map on the facing page, the following land uses are
proposed to support a trail-oriented revitalization in the
planning area:
Vacancies and any inconsistent uses in the highlighted
areas should be redeveloped as residential infill
with allowances for complementary, non-conflicting
commercial.
Public space should continue to be an integral part of
the trail experience, but directed away from single family
homes.
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X-Plan
The Relevant Strategy from X-Plan that falls under
Phase Two is:
• Prepare remaining properties identified in the
Brownfield Action Plan for redevelopment (SC6.5)
Relevant Objectives from X-Plan that fall under Phase
Two are:
• Improve City entrances and corridors (CC2)
• Create a community-oriented bicycle and
pedestrian path system (CC3)
• Create and Maintain the Building Blocks for
Successful Neighborhoods (NG1)
• Create a Welcoming and Comfortable Pedestrian
Environment (SC4)
• Make Downtown the Bicycle Hub of the Midwest
(SC5)
• Reposition Vacant Properties (SC6)

Key Points:
»»Focus on revitalization of the trail and
adjacent properties
»»Infill is primarily residential
»»Commercial uses must match scale
and form of neighborhood and be a
trail-oriented business
»»Seven potential brownfields
»»Maintenance and beautification
»»Property value increase

As the trails become an amenity, property values are
improved by proximity. This should be fostered by
incorporating limited trail linkages from residential
directly to trails. The trails also require an inviting and safe
connection to the staging area across Detroit Street.
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Image 23: Phase Two land use recommendations. Ohio Development Services Agency.
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Rockford, Michigan |

West Newton, Pennsylvania |

Trail-aligned Commerce

New Trail-generated Commerce

Rockford, Michigan is a small town with an industrial/
manufacturing history that is now a popular stop along
one of Michigan’s major trails, the White Pine Trail.
As the trail improved and brought greater numbers of
users, the existing commercial structures along the trail
were converted to front the trail as well as the roadway.
In addition to beautification and bike-focused design
details, this created an inviting corridor of activity that
brings in regional trail users to Rockford.

The Great Allegheny Passage is a regional trail spanning
from Pittsburgh to Cumberland, Maryland where it
then picks up another trail to Washington D.C. The
trail system runs through many communities and some
businesses in the small town of West Newton have been
established to take advantage of regional trail users.
The Trailside, shown below, is a trail destination that
combines a pub, restaurant, general store, and bike shop.

Image 24: Michigan’s White Pine Trail (orange line) runs
through Rockford. Complementary businesses have been
redesigned to front the trail (yellow line). Bing maps, author
edits

Image 25: Street view of the businesses along the White Pine
Trail through Rockford. whitepinetrail.com
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Image 26: New destinations at the trail capture existing traffic
and create new trail users. thetrailside.com
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Fayetteville, Arkansas |

Application to Xenia

Trails as Part of the Urban Fabric

The city of Fayetteville, Arkansas set an ambitious goal
for itself in its Alternative Transportation and Trail Plan:
to provide trail access within ½ mile of every household
within the city. Trail connections are either direct access
to a multi-use trail or access via on-street linkages such as
bicycle lanes and shared roadways. This gives all residents
the opportunity to access alternative transportation to
destinations within the city, as well as take advantage
of the connections to the regional trails network in
northwest Arkansas.
The “spine” of the trail system through Fayetteville is the
Frisco Trail – an urban trail connecting residents and
students to its shopping and entertainment district. As a
rails-to-trails project, this trail utilizes the right-of-way
from both active and inactive rail lines. Over the past
10 years, the city has worked to improve this urban trail
and its connections to downtown destinations. These
sustained improvement and connectivity efforts are
now paying off with infill projects that are increasing
the density and activity in Fayetteville’s downtown. A
developer recently began construction of the Sterling
Frisco apartments, a 600-unit residential project along
the trail, named after the trail and historic rail line.

Image 27: A new coffee shop along the Frisco Trail in
Fayetteville. railstotrails.org

Rockford

Infill and redevelopment can be positioned to front
portions of Xenia’s trails. This compels trail users to
extend trips where they otherwise would not, and invites
Xenia residents to take part in the trail network.

West Newton

New economic activity can be generated by existing trail
use, and complimentary commercial use can become
a regional trail destination if sufficiently close the trail.
Many trails have successfully provided food, beverages,
and small retail or bike-specific services adjacent to
trails.

Fayetteville

The urban character of the Frisco Trail could inform
the development of the Little Miami Scenic Trail and its
connections. If the trail extended through downtown
and connections were improved, this continuous urban
trail would provide access to recreation at the southern
hub, run through the urban core, and link back up
with the trail network at the north. Existing on-street
linkages would connect the surrounding core residential
neighborhoods to this trail/bikeway spine.

Image 28: 24/7 activity along the Frisco Trail in Fayetteville.
fayettevilleflyer.com
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Recommended Land Use Chart
Phase 1 Phase 2

Recommended Land Use

1. 71 E. Second Street

Mixed Use

2. 214 South King Street

Not included

3. 17 West Third Street

Mixed Use

4. 224 South Detroit Street

Public Space

5. 261 South Collier Street

Residential

6. 249 Sycamore Street

Mixed Use

7. 309 South Detroit Street (a)

Public Space

8. 309 South Detroit Street (b)

Mixed Use

9. 283 South Detroit Street

Mixed Use

10. 263 South Detroit Street

Mixed Use

11. 89 Leaman Street

Residential

12. 269 South Whiteman Street

Residential

13. 72 Hill Street

Mixed Use

14. 369 South Detroit Street

Gateway - Public or Private open space with trail connection

15. 33 Hill Street

Residential

16. 95 Hill Street

Residential

17. 134 Washington Street

Residential

18. 168 Washington Street

Residential

Figure 4: Recommended Land Use Chart. Ohio Development Services Agency.
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Image 29: Recommended Land Use Map. Ohio Development Services Agency.

Redevelopment of the Hub
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Leveraging the Trails
Residential Infill
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3. Take Action
With the completion of the Brownfield Action Plan
for the Hub District, the City of Xenia has established
a preliminary vision for the area and set the stage for
both cleanup and redevelopment of its key properties.
These conclusions, in combination with the Action Items
from X-Plan (see box to the right), should guide how
implementation is approached, including priorities, timing,
and funding.
The overall vision for the Hub District should remain
clear, consistent, and evident throughout planning and
redevelopment of the area. As new development proposals
come into the city, care should be taken to ensure that it
meets the standards and vision set forth for the area. As
with all plans, the recommendations presented in this plan
are dependent on the involvement and proactive nature of
stakeholders.
Based on the input received, X-Plan action items, and
the research and analysis completed, the planning
team recommends moving forward with tasks that will
help to implement Phase One: Redevelopment of the
Hub. These tasks are detailed on the following pages.
Properties identified as part of Phase One on pages 36-37
and on the facing page should be the focus of this stage
of implementation. In particular, the four properties
identified as the highest priority are the key to catalyzing
redevelopment and revitalization of the Hub District.
Strategies for the redevelopment of these four properties
are detailed on pages 42-45.

X-Plan Action Items
Prepare “Hub District” properties
for redevelopment: Environmental
assessments, redevelopment concepts and
site control.
(Item SC.m from X-Plan 3-year Action Plan)

Seek funding and end users for cleanup
and redevelopment of the “Hub District.”
Action Plan for redevelopment.
(Item SC.n from X-Plan 3-year Action Plan)

X-Plan Strategy Item
Prepare remaining properties identified
in the Brownfield Action Plan for
redevelopment
(Strategy SC6.5 from X-Plan)

Image 30: Panoramic photo of South Detroit Street on east side of Eavey building. Ohio Development Services Agency.
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Property Summary Chart
Catalyst

BAP
Recommended
Land Use*

X-Plan Land Use
Classification**

1

n

MU

DC

L

n/a

n

n/a

CN/P

3. 17 West Third Street

M

1

Y

MU

DC

4. 224 South Detroit Street

M

1

n

PS

P

5. 261 South Collier Street

M

2

n

Res

CN

6. 249 Sycamore Street

H

1

Y

MU

P

7. 309 South Detroit Street (a)

M

1

Y

PS

NMU

8. 309 South Detroit Street (b)

M

1

n

MU

NMU

9. 283 South Detroit Street

M

1

n

MU

NMU

10. 263 South Detroit Street

M

1

n

MU

NMU

11. 89 Leaman Street

M

2

n

Res

CN

12. 269 South Whiteman Street

M

2

n

Res

CN

13. 72 Hill Street

M

1

n

MU

CN

14. 369 South Detroit Street

M

1

Y

Gateway*

P/NMU

15. 33 Hill Street

H

2

n

Res

CN

16. 95 Hill Street

H

2

n

Res

CN

17. 134 Washington Street

H

2

n

Res

CN

18. 168 Washington Street

H

2

n

Res

CN

19. Home Avenue

M

n/a

n

n/a

n/a

Environmental
Severity

Phase

1. 71 E. Second Street

L

2. 214 South King Street

Key:
Environmental
Severity
L = low
M = medium
H = high

Catalyst
n = no
Y = yes

BAP Recommended Land Use
MU = mixed use
PS = public space
Res = residential
*refer to page 26 and 32 for
description

X-Plan Land Use Classification
DC = Downtown Core
CN = Core Neighborhood
P = Preservation
NMU = Neighborhood Mixed Use
**refer to page 8-9 for descriptions

Figure 5: Property Summary Chart. Ohio Development Services Agency.
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Tasks to bring about Phase One:
Phase One: Redevelopment of the Hub is all about creating
a lively, active, and attractive center of the Hub District.
Ten potential brownfield properties are identified as part of
this phase with end uses of Mixed Use, Public Space, and
an area identified as Gateway. These properties should be
prioritized for assessment, cleanup, and redevelopment.
Acquisition should also be considered in certain cases
where the property owner is looking to sell. Because there
are varying levels of cleanup standards that are based on
the end use of the property, it will be important to keep in
mind the desired end use for the site when proceeding with
assessments and cleanup.
The Key Points from Phase One that should drive the
redevelopment concepts are (as noted on page 24):
»» Focus on mix of uses
»» First priority for redevelopment
»» Ten potential brownfields
»» Gateway property is critical
»» Constant programming
»» Parcel consolidation
»» Maintenance and beautification
»» Access and visibility
In accordance with X-Plan Action Items noted on
page 36, the following tasks should be completed to
implement Phase One.
Prepare “Hub District” properties for redevelopment:
Environmental assessments, redevelopment concepts and site
control.
• Perform Phase I environmental site assessments on the
ten potential brownfield properties, prioritizing the
four catalyst properties identified on page 39.
• Access agreements are required if the city does not
own the property.
• Avoid spending money on a property that is not
a priority for redevelopment and is not causing a
health threat.
• Approach property owners to determine willingness to
transfer property to the city.
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• Acquire properties as able (ongoing).
• Follow remediation strategy detailed on the following
pages for each of the four catalyst properties.

• Rezone and consolidate properties as needed for

redevelopment.
• Zoning classification should allow for the types of
development identified for these areas in X-Plan.
See Appendix for the four land use classifications
to be applied in the Hub District.
• Have developer, the city, local organizations, or
nearby university design students start to create
redevelopment concepts for the District.
• Solicit developers for any or all of the four catalyst
properties with redevelopment concepts in hand.
Seek funding and end users for cleanup and redevelopment of
the “Hub District.”
• Use the EPA’s Targeted Brownfield Assessment
program to fund Phase I assessments as properties
become ready for a change in ownership.
• If feasible, acquire properties to become eligible for
additional funding opportunities available only to
public entities.
• This could include brownfield grants from the
State of Ohio or the U.S. EPA.
• Identify properties that may be eligible for listing in the
National Register of Historic Places to be eligible for
historic preservation tax credits.
• Tax credits are available to owners or lessees of
buildings.
• Publicize the redevelopment efforts to increase
visibility and attract developers/end users.
• News features, newspapers, newsletters, online
videos, and events should all be used.
• Identify developers who have redeveloped similar
sites throughout the Midwest and reach out to them
individually.
• Issue a Request for Proposals for developers/end users
for redeveloped spaces.
• Use market and desired land use information
already gathered by the city to target owners or
tenants.
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Other tasks suggested for Phase One implementation:
• Create a brand for the District that is either its
own individual identity or complementary to the
Downtown’s.
• Develop a high-quality, improved code enforcement
strategy.
• Create a funding mechanism (loan, grant, tax credit)
available to owners for property improvements or code
compliance.
• Update the maintenance code.
• Consider development of a Special Improvement
District (SID) or other entity to maintain public spaces
and to patrol areas known to have safety issues.
• Create a public presence in the District with events,
personnel, and retail stores open throughout the day
and evening.

Public Space
Gateway

• Develop a neighborhood group that will meet regularly
to discuss the District, including plans or concerns.
Consider a funding campaign to collect funds for
enhancements.
• Sponsor District clean up or beautification events,
involving tree planting, flower planting, picking up
trash, repainting and repairing, and other activities.
• Bury utilities whenever possible.
• Utilize high-quality materials for buildings and public
spaces in order to minimize long-term maintenance
and replacement costs.
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CATALYST PROPERTY: 17 W. THIRD STREET (#3 on map)
Catalyst potential: Historic, large structure in a prominent location
Severity: Medium
Potential Contaminants: asbestos, petroleum, lead-based
paint
Phase: 1
BAP land use: Mixed use
X-Plan land use: Downtown Core
Costs: Demolition ranging from $585k-$1,365k (if
asbestos present); $390k-$1,170k (if no asbestos present).
Remediation costs ranging from $195k-$245k.
Ownership: private
Acreage: 0.9750
Building size: 86,692 sf
Vacancy status: Vacant
Current Zoning: C-PUD - Commercial Planned Unit
Development

Remediation Strategy:
1. Determine specifics of environmental contamination
through environmental site assessments (ESA). Perform
remediation as necessary.
»» Potential lead-based paints.
»» Next step: Lead Based Paint survey.
»» Remedy: Scrape, sand, and dispose; encapsulate
remaining (more important for residential uses).
»» Contamination from former uses.
»» Next step: Phase I& II ESA
»» Remedy: Could include vapor intrusion systems in
the basement consisting of a barrier lining and vent/
collection system. If issues are not with vapor but
with direct contact with soils, remedy would be dig,
haul, and cover strategy.
»» Encroachment of contamination from the neighboring
coal gasification station.
»» Next step: Phase I & II ESA
»» Remedy: Could include vapor intrusion systems in
the basement consisting of a barrier lining and vent/
collection system. If issues are not with vapor but
with direct contact with soils, remedy would be dig,
haul, and cover strategy.
2. Perform Phase I ESA at most 180 days before the title is
transferred
3. Gain control of the site after Phase I completed

Image 31: Eavey building, current condition. Ohio Development Services Agency.
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CATALYST PROPERTY: 249 SYCAMORE STREET (#6 on map)
Catalyst potential: Opportunity for unique development surrounded by natural features
Severity: High
Potential Contaminants: petroleum, metals, solvents,
PCBs, creosote
Phase: 1
BAP land use: Mixed use
X-Plan land use: Preservation
Costs: Demolition ranging from $129k-$301k (if asbestos
present); $86k-$258k (if no asbestos present). Remediation
costs ranging from $140k-$729k.
Ownership: private
Acreage: 0.7835
Building size: 8,854 sf (3 buildings)
Vacancy status: Vacant
Current Zoning: C-PUD – Commercial Planned Unit
Development

Remediation Strategy:
1. Determine specifics of environmental contamination
through environmental site assessments (ESA). Perform
remediation as necessary.
»» Potential contaminants: PCBs, Solvents, Coal Tar
contamination in soil and groundwater. Asbestos
building materials.
»» Next step: Phase I and II ESA, Asbestos Survey
»» Remedy options:
◊ Property acquisition/enlargement
◊ In-situ combustion or oxidation ($2M per acre)
◊ Complete excavation and off site disposal
($100,000 per acre).
◊ Partial excavation and isolation via two-foot clean
soil cap or surface barrier (for recreational end use
only) ($100,000 per acre).
◊ Partial excavation and isolation via vapor barrier
and collection system (for occupied structures on
site) ($200,000 per acre).
2. Perform Phase I ESA at most 180 days before the title is
transferred
3. Gain control of the site after Phase I completed
If contamination is migrating off-site in groundwater
and can not be mitigated by removing soil source or
expanding property boundary, additional measures will
be needed. This can include free product recovery and
injection treatments via multiple wells and physical barrier
techniques. Costs vary.
Depending on the location of contamination, method
of remedy, and desired end-use, demolition costs for
structures may need to be added. Building material
may have asbestos and/or be contaminated with other
hazardous materials from prior uses. Structures themselves
may be considered hazardous and need to be remediated/
disposed of as such. If buildings have concrete foundations
that are not contaminated, these may be able to act as a
barrier/remedy if left in place.

Image 32: Structures at 249 Sycamore Street, current condition. Ohio Development Services Agency.
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CATALYST PROPERTY: 309 S. DETROIT STREET (a) (#7 on map)
Catalyst potential: Located between bike path and Detroit Street, adjacent to Xenia Station
Severity: Medium
Potential Contaminants: petroleum, metals
Phase: 1
BAP land use: Public space
X-Plan land use: Neighborhood Mixed Use
Costs: Remediation costs ranging from $25k-$729k.
Ownership: private (Little Miami Ry Co. & Donley Oil Co.)
Acreage: 1.6085
Building size: 440 sf
Vacancy status: Vacant
Current Zoning: C-PUD Commercial Planned Unit
Development

Remediation Strategy:
1. Determine specifics of environmental contamination
through environmental site assessments (ESA). Perform
remediation as necessary.
»» Potential Contaminants: Petroleum, Metals in soil and
groundwater
»» Next Step: Phase I and II ESA. BUSTR Tier I and II if
underground storage tanks are still present.
»» Remedy options:
◊ Removal of tanks (est. at $10,000)
◊ Free product recovery from groundwater,
excavation and disposal of contaminated soil
($100,000-200,000 per acre);
◊ Installation of engineering controls (soil cap, vapor
membrane and collection system) ($200,000 per
acre).
2. Perform Phase I ESA at most 180 days before the title is
transferred
3. Gain control of the site after Phase I completed
If contamination is migrating off-site in groundwater
and can not be mitigated by removing soil source or
expanding property boundary, additional measures will
be needed. This can include free product recovery and
injection treatments via multiple wells and physical barrier
techniques. Costs vary.

Image 33: 309 S. Detroit Street (west side), current condition. Ohio Development Services Agency.
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CATALYST PROPERTY: 369 S. DETROIT STREET (#14 on map)
Catalyst potential: Opportunity for gateway feature at high visibility intersection
Severity: Medium
Potential Contaminants: petroleum, metals, arsenic,
creosote
Phase: 1
BAP land use: Gateway
X-Plan land use: Preservation / Neighborhood Mixed Use
Costs: Demolition ranging from $7k-$17k (if asbestos
present); $5k-$15k (if no asbestos present). Remediation
costs ranging from $205k-$729k.
Ownership: private
Acreage: 0.9681
Building size: 824 sf (2 buildings)
Vacancy status: Vacant
Current Zoning: I-1 Light Industrial District

Remediation Strategy:
1. Determine specifics of environmental contamination
through environmental site assessments (ESA). Perform
remediation as necessary.
»» Potential Contaminants: Petroleum, Metals in soil
»» Next Step: Phase I and II ESA.
»» Remedy options:
◊ Excavation and disposal of contaminated soils
($200,000 per acre).
◊ Partial excavation of contaminated soils to 2
feet with clean soil cover (for recreational use)
($200,000 per acre).
◊ Asphalt parking lot may currently serve as a
barrier/remedy and could be left (partially) in
place to lower remediation costs and support
redevelopment goals.
2. Perform Phase I ESA at most 180 days before the title is
transferred
3. Gain control of the site after Phase I completed

Image 34: 369 S. Detroit Street, current condition. Ohio Development Services Agency.
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Tasks to bring about Phase Two:
Phase Two: Leveraging the Trails targets residential infill,
public space, and trail linkages. The area identified in
the map as being part of Phase Two is largely residential
with several small commercial uses scattered throughout.
Residential infill in keeping with the historic character
of adjacent homes should replace properties as they
become available. In some cases, small commercial with
appropriate use and scale for the neighborhood could be
added. These businesses would ideally offer products or
services for patrons of the Hub District and bike path users
(cafes, ice cream shops, bicycle repair and retail store, etc.)
Maintenance, beautification, and safety is a priority for
this phase. The city must work hand in hand with property
owners to create an environment that is welcoming and
reflects the pride Xenia residents have in their community.
The Key Points from Phase Two that should drive the
redevelopment concepts are (as noted on page 32):
»» Focus on revitalization of the trail and adjacent
properties
»» Infill is primarily residential
»» Commercial uses must match scale and form of
neighborhood
»» Seven potential brownfields
»» Maintenance and beautification
»» Property value increase
In accordance with X-Plan Action Items noted on
page 38, the following tasks should be completed to
implement Phase Two.
Prepare remaining properties identified in the Brownfield
Action Plan for redevelopment.
• Perform environmental assessments and cleanup on
properties as they become available.
• Acquire and demolish structures that are a source of
blight. Prioritize those facing the bike path.
• Offer relocation assistance for active businesses that
the city supports but that could have a more positive
impact in a different location.
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• Develop strategy for land banking and subsequent
marketing of vacant residential properties.

• Rezone properties to support residential and
neighborhood commercial uses.

• Establish design guidelines for residential infill

properties that are consistent with other historic
neighborhood homes.
• Provide screening, landscaping, and fencing along the
bike path to prohibit cut-through traffic and enhance
the aesthetics of the trail.
• Seek out funding for assessment and cleanup
of brownfield properties, as well as funding for
safety upgrades, programming, signage, and trail
maintenance.
• These may be found through foundations, health
organizations, non-profits, environmental groups,
and other related groups.
Other tasks suggested for Phase Two implementation (those
already mentioned in Phase One require continuation
through Phase Two):
• Develop a high-quality, improved code enforcement
strategy.
• Create a funding mechanism (loan, grant, tax credit)
available to owners for property improvements or code
compliance.
• Update the maintenance code.
• Increase lighting and surveillance both along the trail
and on adjacent properties.
• Consider development of a Special Improvement
District (SID) or other entity to maintain public spaces
and to patrol areas known to have safety issues.
• Create a public presence in the District with events,
personnel, and retail stores open throughout the day
and evening.
• Develop a neighborhood group that will meet regularly
to discuss the District, including plans or concerns.
Consider a funding campaign to collect funds for
enhancements.
• Sponsor District clean up or beautification events,
involving tree planting, flower planting, picking up
trash, repainting and repairing, and other activities
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Phase One: Redevelopment of the Hub

Phase Two: Leveraging the Trails

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Phase I assessments
Phase II assessments
Site consolidation or split
Remediation
Demolition
Development concepts
Rezone parcels to allow for mixed use
Rehabilitation of historic structures
District branding & marketing
Recruit event sponsors

Image 35-36: Top, Ohio City. street-sense.org; Bottom, Seattle,
WA. wedgwoodcc.org/
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Phase I assessments
Phase II assessments (if needed)
Site consolidation or split
Remediation
Demolition
Rezone parcels for residential and neighborhood 		
commercial
• Create residential design guidelines
• Hire additional code enforcement staff
• Form Neighborhood group

Image 37-38: Top, Savannah, GA. myhsf.org; Bottom, Indian
Creek Greenway. huntsvilleal.gov
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Ongoing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acquisition
Seek funding for assessment, cleanup, and redevelopment
Seek developers and end users
Program public spaces
Safety improvements
Trail enhancements
Beautification and maintenance efforts
Establish volunteer groups or recruit existing civic organizations to take the
lead when possible on safety, beautification, event planning, and other tasks.

Image 39-40: Top, Cesar Chavez Park & Plaza, Sacramento. planning.org; Bottom, lighting & access control. solareselectrical.com

Image 41-42: Top, Monroe Plaza, Corvallis, OR. landscapeonline.
com; Bottom, Ohio City Market Square plaza. CoolCleveland.com
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Funding Strategy
Phase One: Redevelopment of the Hub

Based on the tasks identified for Phase One, the following state and federal funding sources are recommended*:

Acquisition:

Brownfield Action Plan: Grant for implementation of
items recommended as part of a Brownfield Action Plan.
Agency: Ohio Development Services Agency, Office of
Redevelopment
Amount: $50,000
Timeframe: Upon completion of a Brownfield Action
Plan
Community Development Block Grants: Grant
funding for activities related to the removal of blight in a
community.
Agency: Ohio Development Services Agency, Office of
Community Development
Amount: varies
Timeframe: Competitive, due in June

Phase I ESA:

Ohio EPA Targeted Brownfield Assessment Program;
U.S. EPA Targeted Brownfield Assessment Program:
Grant funding for Phase I environmental site assessments
and asbestos inspections.
Agency: Ohio EPA, Site Assistance and Brownfield
Revitalization; U.S. EPA Region 5 Brownfields
Amount: n/a
Timeframe: Rolling application

Phase II ESA:

OWDA Brownfield Loan Fund: Loan funding for Phase II
assessments of brownfield sites.
Agency: Ohio Development Services Agency, Office of
Redevelopment
Amount: Up to $500,000 for assessment
Timeframe: Rolling application
Ohio Brownfield Fund: Grant funding for Phase II
assessments or asbestos surveys on sites with established
end users with job commitments.
Agency: JobsOhio
Amount: $200,000
Timeframe: Rolling application
U.S. EPA Brownfield Assessment Grants: Grants to carry
out assessment activities at brownfield sites.
Agency: U.S. EPA Region 5 Brownfields
Amount: $200,000 per site
Timeframe: Competitive, due in November

*A list of additional funding sources for all phases can be found
in the Appendix. Additional funding may also be available at the
local and regional levels.
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Remediation:

OWDA Brownfield Loan Fund: Loan funding for
demolition and remediation of brownfield sites.
Agency: Ohio Development Services Agency, Office of
Redevelopment
Amount: Up to $5,000,000 for remediation
Timeframe: Rolling application
Ohio Brownfield Fund: Grant funding for demolition and
remediation on sites with established end users with job
commitments.
Agency: JobsOhio
Amount: $3,000,000
Timeframe: Rolling application
U.S. EPA Brownfield Revolving Loan Fund: Loans for
the cleanup of properties that are contaminated with either
asbestos, lead paint, or petroleum.
Agency: Ohio Development Services Agency, Office of
Redevelopment
Amount: $1,000,000
Timeframe: Rolling application
U.S. EPA Brownfield Cleanup Grants: Grants to carry out
cleanup activities at brownfield sites.
Agency: U.S. EPA Region 5 Brownfields
Amount: $200,000 per site
Timeframe: Competitive, due in November

Rehabilitation:

Community Development Block Grants: Grant
funding for activities related to the removal of blight in a
community.
Agency: Ohio Development Services Agency, Office of
Community Development
Amount: varies
Timeframe: Competitive, due in June
Ohio Historic Preservation Tax Credit program: Tax
credit to owners or lessees for the rehabilitation of historic
buildings.
Agency: Ohio Development Services Agency, Office of
Redevelopment
Amount: up to $5,000,000 per project
Timeframe: Competitive, due in March and September
Ohio New Markets Tax Credit program: Tax credit to
investors and below-market financing for businesses in
low-income communities.
Agency: Ohio Development Services Agency, Office of
Redevelopment
Amount: up to $2,564,103 per project (business);
$1,000,000 tax credit to investors
Timeframe: Competitive, due in Spring
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Phase Two: Leveraging the Trails

Based on the tasks identified for Phase Two, the following funding sources are recommended:

Acquisition

Phase I ESA / Phase II ESA / Remediation

All funds noted on pages 50-51 PLUS:

All funds noted on pages 50-51 HOWEVER residential
properties are not eligible for most funding.

OEPA Water Resource Restoration Sponsor Program:
Grants for aquatic habitat restoration and protection
(including remediation, acquisition of properties
impacting/protecting surface or groundwater).
Agency: Ohio EPA, Division of Environmental and
Financial Assistance
Amount: varies - contact OEPA
Timeframe: Rolling application
Ohio DNR NatureWorks Parks & Recreation program:
Grant funding for the acquisition, development, and
rehabilitation of recreational areas.
Agency: Ohio DNR, Division of Parks and Recreation
Amount: varies - contact ODNR
Timeframe: Competitive, due in May every other year
Ohio DNR Federal Land and Water Conservation Funds:
Grant funds for the acquisition and development of public
outdoor recreation areas and facilities.
Agency: Ohio DNR, Division of Parks and Recreation
Amount: up to $70,000
Timeframe: Competitive, due in May every other year
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Ongoing tasks

Based on the ongoing tasks identified, the following
funding sources are recommended:

Infrastructure Improvements

Ongoing Development & Maintenance

Alternative Stormwater Infrastructure Loan Program:
Loan funding for the design and construction of green
infrastructure systems on public or private property.
Agency: Ohio Development Services Agency, Office of
Redevelopment
Amount: up to $5,000,000
Timeframe: Rolling application

Ohio Vacant Facilities Fund: Grant funding for businesses
that create full time jobs within currently vacant buildings.
Agency: Ohio Development Services Agency, Office of
Redevelopment
Amount: $500 per full time employee created
Timeframe: Rolling application

Community Development Block Grants: Grant
funding for activities related to the removal of blight in a
community.
Agency: Ohio Development Services Agency, Office of
Community Development
Amount: varies - contact ODSA
Timeframe: Competitive, due in June
Ohio Safe Routes to School: Grant funding to assist
communities to develop and implement projects and
programs that encourage and enable children to walk or
bike to school safely.
Agency: Ohio Department of Transportation, Division of
Planning
Amount: Contact ODOT
Timeframe: Competitive, due in March

Ohio EPA Litter Collection and Prevention Grant:
Funding to implement litter collection and prevention and
tire amnesty programs
Agency: Ohio EPA, Division of Materials and Waste
Management
Amount: varies - contact OEPA
Timeframe: Competitive, due in February
Ohio EPA Community Recycling Grant: Funding for
local governments that propose to design and establish
projects involved in the collection and processing of
recyclable materials.
Agency: Ohio EPA, Division of Materials and Waste
Management
Amount: varies - contact OEPA
Timeframe: Competitive, due in February
Ohio DNR NatureWorks Parks & Recreation program:
Grant funding for the acquisition, development, and
rehabilitation of recreational areas.
Agency: Ohio DNR, Division of Parks and Recreation
Amount: varies - contact ODNR
Timeframe: Competitive, due in May every other year
Ohio DNR Federal Land and Water Conservation Funds:
Grant funds for the acquisition and development of public
outdoor recreation areas and facilities.
Agency: Ohio DNR, Division of Parks and Recreation
Amount: up to $70,000
Timeframe: Competitive, due in May every other year
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Conclusion
The Xenia Brownfield Action Plan evaluated multiple
properties in a district to tackle the challenges presented by
these brownfields as a connected whole. The Hub District
is positioned as an area ripe for investment and regional
attraction. With the completion of the initial informationgathering, property and demographic analysis, and
redevelopment strategy, the City is now prepared to begin
implementation toward the district goals.
The identified catalyst properties and their associated tasks
described on pages 42-45 is the natural place to start for
the City to select a use for the BAP grant, or “seed funding.”
This grant is intended to produce noticeable results or
provide a means to jump-start further investment.
The selection of projects for implementation funds should
be strategic. Some tasks for the catalyst properties involve
careful timing in order to better position the property
for future funding opportunities. Some important
considerations are discussed below:

Assessment Strategy

The sites identified as catalyst properties will take
priority for action. The City should initiate the process
to gain access to the properties immediately to bring
about the first phase of redevelopment and subsequent
revitalization. Access will enable the City to perform Phase
I environmental site assessments (ESAs). In order to be
eligible for U.S. EPA cleanup funding, a Phase I ESA must
occur within a 180-day window before the date of transfer
and not after transfer. Therefore the City should gain access
to catalyst sites and negotiate a date of transfer with the
current owners.
Timing the assessments in this way also ensures that
the owner (the City) would not be liable for any future
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation,
and Liability Act (CERCLA) investigations, also known as
“Superfund” investigations. This is more of a concern for
potentially heavily contaminated sites such as the former
Dayton Power & Light property (refer to Catalyst Property
on page 43).
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Sustaining Community Support

Although there are priority action items, ongoing tasks
described on page 23 and listed completely on page 49
should also remain at the forefront of redevelopment
efforts. Sustained and community-supported
improvements send a strong message to investors as well
as visitors. A healthy network of volunteer groups is vital
to promote assets, maintain spaces and safety, and shore
up social capital. The City’s role in these groups should be
to encourage their creation and support their activities,
either through regulatory incentives such as expedited
permitting, or resource incentives such as providing
technical assistance or education tools.
Funding recommendations on pages 50-53 and detailed
in the Appendix should also be kept in mind throughout
the process. ODSA will assist the City in the short-term
to bring about the next phase of the project through seed
funding, and over the long-term to continually match
funding opportunities to the city’s redevelopment goals.
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Appendix
X-Plan Land Use classifications: p. 58-65
Public meeting materials: p. 66-67
Funding opportunities: p. 68-73
Cost estimation details: p. 74
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Neighborhood Mixed-Use

Intent
Create neighborhood retail/service nodes that are
pedestrian-friendly and within walking distance of
residential uses.

t Existing detached single-family residential uses

Concentrate commercial and high-density residential
uses along major thoroughfares, in order to promote
access to services.

Secondary Uses

Allow a wide range of uses while utilizing design
��������������������������������������������������
Maintain vitality of major thoroughfare corridors by
���������������������������������������������������������
meeting design guidelines.
Associated X-Plan Objectives

�� CC2 Improve City entrances and corridors.
�� CC5 Attract additional retail and commercial
recreation uses to Xenia.

�� GE5 Take a “grow your own” approach to
economic development.

�� NG1 Create and maintain the building blocks for
successful neighborhoods citywide.

�� SC1 Create vibrant downtown-adjacent
neighborhoods.

Primary Uses

t ���������������������������������������������
concentrated in “nodes” near intersections of
two thoroughfares

t Live-work units
t Public/institutional buildings
6.18
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t Existing industrial uses
t Attached residential (single or multi family) �������������������������������������������
buildings; pp to 12 units per acre; preferably
less than 75% of the site in a new mixed-use
development

t Outdoor plazas
Location
Neighborhood Mixed Use is located on parcels with
����������������������������������������������������
visibility and access of these streets are appropriate
for a mix of commercial, institutional, and high-density
residential uses.
Neighborhood Mixed Use areas include (1) established
mixed-use corridors such as North Detroit Street, East
Main Street, Home Avenue and West Second Street;
(2) the “Midtown” commercial/mixed-use area west
of downtown; and (3) emerging/planned commercial/
mixed use nodes at US 42/Wright Cycle Boulevard,
Lower Bellbrook Road southwest of US 35, and North
Detroit Street at Paceline Court.
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Thoroughfare Cross Section Concepts

Design Features

1.

High building density, second only to Downtown
Core.

2. Land uses are mixed horizontally across space
and/or vertically in buildings.

3. ��������������������������������������������������
thoughtful site planning and compatible building
height, roof lines and massing.

4. ��������������������������������������������

5.

eyes on the street and promote pedestrian
interest.

10. Adaptive reuse or redevelopment of existing
residential, commercial and industrial buildings is
encouraged when impacts on adjacent uses are
minimal or can be mitigated.

11. Consolidated, shared driveways that minimize
����������������������������������������������
arterials (ideally one curb cut per block).

used only when site planning and building design 12. Enhanced street design features in concentrated
��������������������������������������������������
retail or mixed-use areas (nodes), such as onuses.
street parking, curb extensions, wide sidewalks
Pedestrian walkways link building entrances to
and landscape/hardscape enhancements. This
parking lots, common areas, bike paths, sidewalks
�������������������������������������������
and adjacent neighborhoods.
pedestrian activity.

6. Shallow building setbacks provide room for
landscaping and front yard patios and courtyards
where desired. Most parking is located to the rear
or side of buildings.

7. Parking is screened from roadways and adjacent
residential uses. Screening along roadways
should be limited to low-lying shrubs, walls and
deciduous trees.

8. Front facades face arterials and create a strong
street presence with architectural details and
window coverage.

9. Retail/service use facades utilize at least 50%
���������������������������������������������

6.19
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Downtown Core

Intent
Maintain, enhance, and grow downtown Xenia as a
Primary Uses
vibrant, mixed-use gathering place and cultural center.
t Retail sales/services
Emphasize retail, arts and entertainment uses with
t Arts and entertainment
������������������������������������������
t Live-work units
Reposition downtown from its former Central
Business District role to that of a mixed use
neighborhood and Central Entertainment District.

t Public/institutional buildings

Highest-density, most urban section of the City, with
vertically-oriented buildings placed adjacent to the
sidewalk.

t �������������������������

Create an eclectic mix of land uses that generates 18hour pedestrian activity.

t Lodging
t Outdoor plazas and event space
Location

�� GE5 Take a “grow your own” approach to

Downtown Core is located in the historic center
of Xenia and extends 2-4 blocks in each direction
from the intersection of Main Street (US 35) and
Detroit Street (SR 68). It includes remaining historic
buildings in the southern/eastern sections, along with
redeveloped sections in the northern/western sections
(e.g. Xenia Towne Square).

�� SC2 Change downtown’s role.
�� SC3 Redevelop Xenia Towne Square.
�� SC4 Create a welcoming and comfortable
pedestrian environment.

�� SC5 Make downtown the Bicycle Hub of the
Midwest.

�� SC6 Reposition vacant properties.
�� SC7 Leverage downtown’s historic assets.
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t ������������������������������

Associated X-Plan Objectives
economic development.
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Design Features

1.

Pedestrian- and bike-focused environment with
�������������������������������������������������
continuous “street wall”.

2. Improved connection to regional bike paths.
3. Parking is located on-street or behind buildings.
Access is provided by mid-block alleys and
pedestrian paths, as well as side/rear local streets
(not individual curb cuts from Detroit/Main).

11. Public space expanded into outdoor plazas,
widened sidewalks, extended curbs and “festival
���������������������������������������������

12. Formal streetscape elements, including lighting,
street trees and planters.

13. Retail/arts/entertainment uses concentrated on
ground levels of buildings on Detroit and Main
Streets.

4. Blocks are no more than 400 feet in length.
5. ������������������������������������������
Towne Square and other sites that are out of
context with the historic sections of downtown.

6. Continuous clear-glass storefronts (at least 75% of
storefront area).

7. High level of architectural detail on building
������������������������������������������������
���������������������

8. Vertical orientation of buildings; at least two
stories is preferred.

9. Preservation of historic architecture.
10. ����������������������������������������������
walking and biking environment.
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Preservation

Intent
Preserve a network of “green infrastructure” - parks, Primary Uses
greenspace, stream corridors, sensitive environmental t Outdoor recreation (active/passive)
areas, and agriculture.
t Agricultural uses
Utilize green infrastructure for stormwater
t �����������������
��������������������������������������������
t Existing mineral extraction activities
recreational amenities, and preservation of Xenia’s
t Existing developed uses (transition toward open
agricultural ties.
space/natural restoration is encouraged but not
Preserve and restore natural habitats, topography and
required)
drainage patterns.
t Cemeteries
Preserve agricultural areas until extension of services
Secondary Uses
�������������������������������������������
Allow existing waste management and mineral
extraction activities to continue, and convert to other
Preservation uses when they are no longer viable.
Associated X-Plan Objectives

�� CC3 Create a community-oriented bike and
pedestrian path system.

�� CC4 Create an inter-connected network of
greenspace.

�� CC6 Enhance our park system.
�� CC7 Maintain and improve quality of existing City
infrastructure and services.

�� SC1 Create vibrant downtown-adjacent
neighborhoods.

�� SC6 Reposition vacant properties.
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t Detached residential at no greater than 0.2 units
per acre
Location
Preservation is planned in environmentally sensitive
areas such as wetlands and FEMA-designated 100�����������������������������������������������
Glady Run, Twist Run, and Old Town Creek. Also
included are City and County parks, regional bike trails,
cemeteries and the Greene County Fairgrounds.
��������������������������������������������������������
on the periphery of the City where the capacity to
provide adequate services and infrastructure do not
yet exist. When resources are available to extend
services, Reserve areas will be planned as Suburban
Neighborhood.
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Thoroughfare Cross Section Concept

Design Features

1.

Restored natural drainage patterns and
vegetation in already-developed areas. Consider
replacing deteriorated aging retaining walls
with natural slopes where space permits. Other
options include daylighting piped streams and
removing wetland drain tiles.

2. Usage of City parks for small-scale stormwater
management measures (e.g. Low-Impact
Development) as a tool to improve stormwater
�������������������������������������������������
and increase water quality awareness/education.

3. Multi-use paths along greenspace corridors that
increase access to and enjoyment of natural areas.
Connect to sidewalks and regional trails to form a
continuous network.

4. Encourage protection of mature tree stands,
wetlands and stream corridors in zoning and
subdivision regulations.

5. Maintain agricultural zoning where the City
����������������������������������������������
infrastructure for development.

Example of Stream Restoration
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Core Neighborhood

Intent
Higher building densities, smaller lots and proximity
to retail/services justify a greater role for walking/
bicycling as modes of transportation in Core
Neighborhoods.
Strengthen and celebrate Xenia’s historic, walkable
neighborhoods as highly desirable places to live.
Maintain and enhance pedestrian-oriented
neighborhood character and restore vitality where
needed.
Ensure that neighborhoods retain their value as
demographics and market tastes evolve.
Associated X-Plan Objectives

�� NG1 Create and maintain the building blocks for
successful neighborhoods.

��
��
��
��

NG2 Sustain vital neighborhoods.
NG3 Stop neighborhood decline.
NG4 Restore distressed neighborhoods.
SC1 Create vibrant downtown-adjacent
neighborhoods.

�� SC3 Redevelop Xenia Towne Square.
�� SC6 Reposition vacant properties.
Primary Uses

t Detached single family housing, generally at
densities between 3 and 6 units per acre

t Existing commercial and industrial uses.
Secondary Uses
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t Public/institutional buildings (preferably located
on thoroughfares)

t Neighborhood-serving outdoor recreation (active/
passive)

t Attached residential including duplexes and
rowhouses
Location
Core Neighborhoods are generally located between
the Downtown Core and Suburban Neighborhoods,
and are typically within a 5-minute walk (1/4 mile) of
the Downtown Core or a Neighborhood Mixed Use
area. Core Neighborhoods generally do not have
frontage on Major Arterials. Most Core Neighborhood
locations are well-established residential
neighborhoods.
Some Core Neighborhood locations are older
commercial and industrial sites, some of which
are vacant or underutilized. Many older industrial
sites are poorly located for modern industrial users
due to their distance from trucking routes and
proximity to residential uses. Continued industrial/
commercial usage and success of existing businesses
is encouraged. However, if buildings become no
longer usable for industrial/commercial purposes, a
transition toward other primary Core Neighborhood
uses is recommended through adaptive reuse or
redevelopment.
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Design Features

1.

Relatively narrow lots with vertical (narrow)
orientation in housing design.

2. Small front yards (except for thoroughfares,
where deeper front yards are appropriate).

3. Garages placed to the rear of homes, utilizing rear
alleys in some cases.

4. Home designs that engage the street instead of
retreating from it (e.g. front porches, architectural
detail, abundant front windows).

5. Preserved and restored historic homes.
6. ��������������������������������������������
that complements and enhances the existing
neighborhood.

7. Connected streets with short blocks, ideally no
more than 400 feet in length (add mid-block
pedestrian paths on blocks that exceed 400 feet).
Dead-end streets should be avoided.

11. Neighborhood entry signs, historical markers and
extensions of downtown streetscapes where
appropriate.

12. Public spaces framed by the front, not rear, sides
of buildings (including parks, local streets and
thoroughfares).

13. Pocket parks or neighborhood gardens utilizing
��������������������������������������������������
feasible.

14. Restored natural amenities such as wooded
areas, streams and slopes, which add value to a
neighborhood.

15. Trees planted in treelawns and/or front yards
lining neighborhood streets to beautify the
�����������������������������������������

8. Minimal direct access to homes that front on
thoroughfares (utilize frontage roads, rear alleys
or shared driveways).

9. Continuous sidewalk system with connections to
other neighborhoods, bike paths, parks, retail/
service areas, downtown and schools.

10. ���������������������������������������������
features such as roundabouts, mini-circles,
curb extensions, narrower street design, and
conversion of one-way streets to two-way.
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Development Department
101 N. Detroit St. Xenia, OH 45385 (937) 372-6389

(937) 372-8151(fax)

www.ci.xenia.oh.us

January 14, 2013
Mr. Ed Wingard
1579 Wilberforce-Clifton Road
Xenia, OH 45385
RE:

78 East Second Street

Mr. Wingard:
In the fall of 2011, the City of Xenia applied for a Brownfield Action Plan Pilot Program grant from
the Ohio Department of Development, ultimately being chosen as one of six communities throughout Ohio
to receive $50,000. The City’s Action Plan focuses on the 118-acre Hub District, located just south of the
city’s central business district and anchored by Xenia Station, the regional trail hub.
A “brownfield” is defined as real property, the expansion, redevelopment, or reuse of which may be
complicated by the presence or potential presence of a hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant.
The area has a strong history of industrial use and is located along a former railroad and train depot, and
therefore has potential for environmental contamination. Nearby assets however, provide a strong base
for redevelopment. The Hub District Action Plan will help address not only the brownfield issues within
the area, but the redevelopment challenges of the brownfields-impacted District as a whole.
The above referenced property has been identified as one of those properties that, given past use,
have potential for environmental contamination. THIS DOES NOT MEAN YOUR PROPERTY IS
CONTAMINATED! Its inclusion on the list does mean that further assessment may be necessary to
make a determination of whether or not the property has any environmental contamination, and if so to
what the nature and extent of that contamination may be.
The City of Xenia will be conducting a meeting for owners of properties that have been identified
as potential brownfield sites to explain the planning process, why your property has been identified, and
potential next steps. The meeting will be on Tuesday, January 29, 2013 at 6:30 p.m. at the Xenia branch
of the Greene County Library, 76 E. Market Street. Please RSVP to MiShelle Branham, 937-372-6389. If
you or a representative are unable to attend, we would be glad to make arrangements to meet with you
individually.
Sincerely,

Steve Brodsky
Development Director
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Type

Grant

Ohio EPA

Loan/grant

Alternative
Stormwater
Infrastructure Loan

Loan

Ohio Development
Services Agency

JobsOhio

Ohio EPA

Grant

OTHER REDEVELOPMENT FUNDING

Water Pollution
Control Loan Fund

Clean Ohio
Brownfield Program

Targeted Brownfield
Assistance Program

Grant

U.S. EPA

Grant

U.S. EPA Cleanup
Grant

U.S. EPA Assessment
Grant

U.S. EPA

Loan

OWDA Brownfield
Loan

Ohio Development
Services Agency

Loan or
Grant

Ohio Development
Services Agency

Source

U.S. EPA Brownfield
Revolving Loan Fund

BROWNFIELD FUNDING

Program

up to $5M

n/a

up to
$400,000

up to
$200,000

up to
$500,000

up to $5M

up to $1M

Appx.
Amount

2%/10
years

varies

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

2%/5
years

2%/10
years

2%/10
years

Terms

Public only

Public only

Public only

Public only

Public only

Public or private

Public or private

Public or private

Eligibility

Public only (private entity
Demolition, infrastructure
can serve as development
installation, consulting costs, etc.
partner)

Brownfield cleanup; water
quality improvement projects

Phase II Assessments, Cleanup

Phase I Assessments, Asbestos
Surveys, Limited Phase II
sampling

Phase I and Phase II
Environmental Assessments

Hazardous waste and petroleum
remediation

Phase II Environmental
Assessments

Hazardous waste and petroleum
remediation

Asbestos, lead‐based paint,
petroleum remediation

Use
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Tax Credit

Tax Credit

Federal New Markets
Tax Credit Program

Grant

U.S. Department of
the Treasury

Ohio Development
Services Agency

Ohio Development
Services Agency

National Park
Service

Tax Credit

Ohio New Markets
Tax Credit Program

Ohio Vacant Facilities
Fund

Federal Historic
Preservation Tax
Credit Program

Ohio Development
Services Agency

n/a

n/a

n/a

Terms

39% of
qualified
investment

39% of
qualified
investment

$500 per
employee

n/a

n/a

n/a

20% of eligible
n/a
rehab costs

25% of eligible
n/a
rehab costs

Loans/Loan
guarantees

Various

Tax Credit

n/a

U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban
Development

Grant

Various

Ohio Historic
Preservation Tax
Credit Program

up to 85% of
costs

Ohio Department of
Natural Resources

Appx.
Amount
varies widely

Grant

Community
Development Block
Grant

Source
Ohio Development
Services Agency;
Local government

Type

Program

Investment in business located in
low‐income communities

Investment in business located in
low‐income communities

Creation of jobs located within
previously vacant buildings

Rehabilitation of historically
significant buildings

Rehabilitation of historically
significant buildings

Loans and Loan Guarantees for
projects benefiting low‐income
and elderly persons

Boat ramps, marinas/boat docks,
restroom facilities, signage,
native landscaping, technical
assistance for park development

Building improvements,
infrastructure, demolition,
streetscape, limited planning

Use

Private or non‐profit

Private or non‐profit

Private only

Private or non‐profit

Private or non‐profit

Various

Various

Public only

Eligibility
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Surface Transportation Program (STP)

http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/Planning/SPPM/SystemsPl
anning/Pages/FundingGuidelines.aspx

Safety Program

www.dot.state.oh.us/saferoutes

ODOT/MPO/County
Engineers Association

ODOT

ODOT/MPO

Transportation Alternatives (TA) ‐includes the Safe Routes to
School Program (SRTS)

http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/Planning/LocalPrograms/P
ages/TransportationAlternatives.aspx

Issuing Agency

Funding Source

Heather Bowden, ODOT Bicycle and Pedestrian Planner

20%

10‐20%

20%

Local Match
Minimum

1

• Bicycle lanes on roadway
• Paved Shoulders
• Signed bike route
• Shared use path/trail
• Spot improvement program
• Bike racks on buses
• Bicycle parking facilities
• Trail/highway intersection
• Bicycle storage/service center
• Sidewalks, new or retrofit
• Crosswalks, new or retrofit
• Signal improvements
• Curb cuts and ramps
• Traffic calming

• Bicycle lanes on roadway
• Bike racks on buses
• Bicycle parking facilities
• Bicycle storage/service center
• Sidewalks, new or retrofit
• Crosswalks, new or retrofit
• Paved Shoulders
• Signed bike route
• Traffic calming
• Shared Use Path Construction that can include
recreational trails provided they also serve a
transportation component
• Safe Routes to School projects that are within a
designated radius of a K‐8 school. The ODOT
administered program will still provide 100% funding
and the MPOs will require a 20% match.
• Bike and Pedestrian Facilities in Bike/Ped High Crash
Areas
• Bike and Pedestrian Facilities that are appurtenances
to the roadway project itself
• Environment and safety education programs

Eligible Projects

Compiled 01/25/2013. Information deemed reliable but not guaranteed. MAP‐21 eligibility components have been incorporated into this document.

Funding for Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities in Ohio

The safety funding application is
due to Central Office annually by
April 30 and September 30 of each
year. Local sponsors should
coordinate applications with their
local district office at least six
weeks in advance of this deadline.
Varies based on agency

If outside an MPO, every January
Letters of Intent are submitted to
ODOT District Office TA/SRTS
Coordinator

Varies based on the MPO

Deadline

State and local
governments

State and local
governments

County, City, Village,
Township, and park
districts

Eligible Applicants
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OPWC

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/air_quality/cmaq/

State Capital Improvement Program

http://clean.ohio.gov/RecreationalTrails/Default.htm

This program can be
used as a local match for
the TA, SRTS, STP and
CMAQ programs
provided they meet
both program eligibility
categories.

25%

ODNR

Clean Ohio Trails Fund

20%
This program can be
used as a local match for
the TA, SRTS, STP and
CMAQ programs
provided they meet
both program eligibility
categories.

ODNR

0%

10%

0% option per 2007
Energy Bill Provisions

20%

Local Match
Minimum

http://ohiodnr.com/tabid/21369/default.aspx

Recreational Trails Program

http://www.pwc.state.oh.us/Infrastructure.html

Local Capital Improvement Program

OPWC

MPOs within US EPA
designated air quality
areas

Congestion Mitigation Air Quality (CMAQ)

http://www.pwc.state.oh.us/Infrastructure.html

Issuing Agency

Funding Name

Heather Bowden, ODOT Bicycle and Pedestrian Planner

2

• Urban trail linkages
• Trail head and trailside facilities
• Maintenance of existing trails
• Restoration of trail areas damaged by usage
• Improving access for people with disabilities
• Acquisition of easements and property
• Development and construction of new trails
• Purchase and lease of recreational trail construction
and maintenance equipment
• Environment and safety education programs related
to trails
• Land acquisition for a trail
• Trail development
• Trailhead facilities
• Engineering and design

Bike and Pedestrian Facilities that are appurtenances
to the roadway project itself

• Bicycle lanes on roadway
• Signed bike route
• Shared use path/trail
• Spot improvement program
• Bike racks on buses
• Bicycle parking facilities
• Trail/highway intersection
• Bicycle storage/service center
• Sidewalks, new or retrofit
• Crosswalks, new or retrofit
• Signal improvements
• Curb cuts and ramps
• Non‐construction outreach related to safe bicycle
use
Bike and Pedestrian Facilities that are appurtenances
to the roadway project itself

Eligible Projects

Compiled 01/25/2013. Information deemed reliable but not guaranteed. MAP‐21 eligibility components have been incorporated into this document.

Funding for Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities in Ohio

February of each year

February of each year

Varies for each OPWC District
but usually in the Fall of each
year

Varies for each OPWC District
but usually in the Fall of each
year

Varies based on the MPO

Deadline

Local governments, park
and joint recreation
districts, conservancy
districts, soil and water
conservation districts, and
non‐profit organizations

County, Township, Village,
or City. Sanitary Districts,
and Regional Water and
Sewer Districts
County, Township, Village,
or City. Sanitary Districts,
and Regional Water and
Sewer Districts
Cities and villages,
counties, townships,
special districts, state and
federal agencies, and
nonprofit organizations

Political subdivisions
within the MPO's
Geography

Eligible Applicants
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County Engineers
Association/ODOT
ODPS

County and Municipal Bridge Program

Section 402 Federal, State, and Community Highway Safety
Funds

HUD

http://www.fta.dot.gov/grants/12305.html
Community Development Block Grant

http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/states/ohio/commu
nity/cdbg

FTA/ODOT

Federal Transit Administration

http://publicsafety.ohio.gov/grants.stm

Issuing Agency

Funding Name

Heather Bowden, ODOT Bicycle and Pedestrian Planner

This program can be
used as a local match for
the TA, SRTS, STP and
CMAQ programs
provided they meet
both program eligibility
categories.

Varies by program

Varies

0% with Credit Bridge
Program
0%

20%

Local Match
Minimum

3

• Public facilities (e.g., sidewalks, paths, and streets)
• Barrier removal for handicap accessibility (e.g.,
sidewalks, curb ramps)

Bike and Pedestrian Facilities that are appurtenances
to the transit project itself

• Maps
• Safety/education position
• Police patrol
• Helmet promotion
• Safety brochure/book
• Training

Bike and Pedestrian Facilities that are appurtenances
to the bridge project itself

Eligible Projects

Compiled 01/25/2013. Information deemed reliable but not guaranteed. MAP‐21 eligibility components have been incorporated into this document.

Funding for Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities in Ohio

Varies by program

Varies by program

July of each year

March of each year

Deadline

Entitlement cities and
counties as defined by HUD

County, city, township,
village, law
enforcement agency, board
of education, health
department, metropolitan
planning organization, etc.);
state agency; or non‐profit
organization, church,
hospital, educational
service center, college or
university
Designated recipients

Local governments

Eligible Applicants
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About Us

Events

Media Center

Sponsors & Partners

Affiliate Resources

Store

Contacts

search

Affiliation & Partnership

GRANTS

AWARDS

Find an Affiliate
Support Our Work
Grants & Awards
Grants Winners
Grants Application Process
National & Affiliate Awards
Vision for America Award
Programs & Initiatives
Our Impact, Your Impact

Keep America Beautiful’s partnerships with sponsors in
the business community prov ide significant grants to our
affiliates that can be used for creating and ex panding local
programs. These competitiv e grants promote
v olunteerism, beautification, community greening, litter
prev ention, recy cling, waste reduction, and more. In the
last few y ears, KAB affiliates hav e receiv ed grants and inkind serv ices v alued at more than $1 0 million. These
significant grants allow our affiliate network to further
KAB’s mission to build and sustain v ibrant communities.
Grants from 201 2/201 3:
• The UPS Foundation/KAB Community Improv ement
Grants
• Lowe's Community Improv ement Grants
• Waste Management/KAB Think Green® Grants
• The Coca-Cola/KAB Recy cling Bin Grant Program

Keep America Beautiful proudly presents nearly 1 00
national and indiv idual achiev ement awards annually ,
recognizing the outstanding work of KAB affiliates,
v olunteer groups, nonprofit and gov ernment
organizations, leading corporations and indiv iduals who
are committed to deliv ering cleaner, greener and more
v ibrant communities.
Categories
• Achiev ement Awards
- Mrs. Ly ndon B. Johnson Award
- Iron Ey es Cody Award
- Y oung Professional Award
• Leadership Awards
- Sue Smith Professional Leadership Award
- William (Bill) Nash Award
• National Awards
• Affiliate Awards

• Alcoa Foundation Recy cling Bin Grant Program
• Innov ation Awards (State and Indiv idual)
• Dr Pepper Snapple Group/KAB Public Park Recy cling Bin
Grant Program

• Great American Cleanup Awards
• Cigarette Litter Prev ention Awards

• Cigarette Litter Prev ention Program Grants
• Graffiti Hurts® National Grant Program

• Creativ ity in Outreach and Media (COM) Awards
• State DOT Partnership Awards

• Solo Cup Company Foodserv ice Packaging End-of-Life
Grants

Copyright © 2013, Keep America Beautiful, Inc. All rights res erved. | C ontact
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Cost Estimation Details
Demolition Cost Estimates
$5-15/ square foot (average residential demolition costs)
+
20% (standard commercial markup taken from current
construction practices)
Validation: commercial demolition costs from the Ohio
Historic Preservation Tax Credit program

Remediation Cost Estimates
Acreage method:
parcel acreage x $203,000
where $203,000 is derived from the ODSA Office of
Redevelopment’s dataset of Clean Ohio brownfield projects,
and finding an average per acre, regardless of size or
contamination type.
Contamination type method:
Asbestos average = $245,000 / acre
Soil contamination average = $65,000 / acre
Groundwater contamination average = $729,000 / acre
sample size = 93 brownfield projects

Limitations and Assumptions
Few properties less than five acres are represented in the
Clean Ohio dataset, so the $203,000 average may not be
accurate for smaller properties.
Where parcels characterized by very small acreages resulted
in unrealistic low estimates for remediation, the low estimate
was set equal to the asbestos abatement estimate.
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Ohio Development Services Agency
Office of Redevelopment
77 South High Street
Columbus, Ohio 43215

City of Xenia
Department of Development
101 N. Detroit St.
Xenia, Ohio 45385

614.995.2292
redevelopment@development.ohio.gov
www.development.ohio.gov/

937.376.7232
www.ci.xenia.oh.us/
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